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The purpose ofthis study was to determine whether an intentional strategic effort
to reconstruct Evangelical United Methodist Church's adult Sunday school program and
curriculum will increase the hohstic small group factor of the Natural Church
Development survey. Relatedly, by increasing the heahh of the adult Sunday school
smaU groups, the passionate sphituahty factor also hicreases. Through strengthening the
minimiim factors, the church becomes healthier, and church growth also occurs.
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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY
Understanding tlie Problem
The purpose oftlus study was to determine whether an intentional strategic effort to
reconstruct Evangelical UnitedMethodist Church's aduh Sunday school program and
curriculum would mcrease the holistic small group factor of the Natural Church
Development survey. Relatedly, by increasing the health of the adult Sunday school small
groups, the passionate sphituahty factor also increases. Through strengthening the
minimum factors, the churchwill become healthier, and church growth also occurs.
Background
Evangelical United Methodist Church (EUM) ofRacine, Wisconsin, is a former
Evangelical Church. Estabhshed m 1 844, the Evangehcal Church merged with the
Evangelical United Brethren Church in 1946 and then participated in the 1968 merger with
the Methodist Episcopal Church to form the United Methodist denomination. EUM is
located one block from Lake Michigan in downtown Racine, Wisconsin.
Rachie is a city ofapproxhnately 85,000 residents and is the county seat ofRacme
County, which boasts a population ofapproxhnately 150,000 people. The city is located
twenty miles south ofMilwaukee and seventy miles north ofChicago. Interstate 94 serves
as the western boimdary to Rachie and Lake Michigan provides the eastern border of the
city. The chy rehes heavily upon the Johnson Company and CNH GlobalNV�formerly
Case Implement�for hs job base.
EUM is a blend ofblue and white collar workers and is a downtown Anglo church.
It is located one block away from scenic Lake Michigan on one side and low income
housing on the other side. Two blocks down the street is Fhst United Methodist Church.
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Over the past few decades, the blocks surroundmg EUM have transhioned from a weU-
estabhshed, upper hicome neighborhood into an economically lower class neighborhood.
The latest census shows that the church's zip code has not had any population growth in the
past ten years and is forecasted to dechne in the next ten years (General Board ofGlobal
Ministries). Fhst United Methodist Church, a congregation with an average attendance of
136, just completed a relocation study and has chosen to remam hi the downtown area. The
results of the study show that relocation is hi the church's best mterest; however, a search
for a buyer for theh buildhig or the property on which it stands produced httle interest.
They, therefore, have chosen to refiirbish theh current structure.
EUM finds itself at the same crossroads. The church has been unable or unwilling
to reach out to the local neighborhood. This inability has resulted in the majority ofthe
congregation commuting to the downtown church. The church has limited parking with the
nearest available parking lot one block away. EUM is also in need of serious reftirbishhig
as the physical structure has been neglected over the years.
In the early 1990s, Rev. Doug Fraley served as the senior pastor ofEUM. The
Sunday morning attendance had reached a plateau, and the congregation was not reaching
the young famihes ofRachie. Fraley employed the services of church consuhant Bill
Easum. One of the recommendations the church received was to remove the pews from the
unused children's chapel and turn that room mto an attractive nursery. This controversial
move, although approved by the Admhiistrative Board, resulted in many uncharitable
feelings towards Fraley that eventually led to his reappomtment elsewhere. The tension
between Fraley and some of the members resulted hi a drop of church attendance. By 1991
the church averaged less that two hundred people on a Sunday morning and found hself in
the midst of a power struggle.
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In 1993, Rev. Harold Zimmick, a well-versed, thirty-five year old evangelical,
became EUM's senior pastor and served until the year 2000. In 1996, Zhnmick began the
process of taking EUM through a congregational transformational change. He began the
transformational process by working within the structure of the United Methodist pohty
and helping the congregation articulate theh mission and core values (see Appendix A).
The mission statement developed at the 1996 Charge Conference was "to bring people into
a personal and dynamic relationship whh Jesus Christ and to equip and mobilize them for
ministry." (1996 Charge Conference Report)
The next step hi the church's transformational process was to add an additional
weekend worship service. The church aheady had in place two traditional worship services
that met Sunday morning at 8:00 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. as weU as a Saturday evening
worship service. These three services combined for an average weekend worship
attendance of292. In February 1999, the church introduced an addhional Sunday morning
contemporary worship service that met at 9:15 a.m. in the sanctuary.
Pastor Zimmick continued the transformational process by restructuring the
church's organizational chart with an emphasis on lay mobilization and team ministry. The
1999 Charge Conference Report indicates that the church's Ministry Board shs atop the
organizational structvire and has been separated into four headings:
1. Administrative Teams
These teams hiclude the StaffParish Committee, the Trustee's Committee,
the Finance Committee, and the church treasurer.
2. Ministry Board Chairperson
This person facilhates the Church Ministry Board meethigs as well as
gives overall support and leadership to subcommittee chairpersons.
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3. The Senior Pastor
The new structure gives the senior pastor flexibility and more authority in
making everyday decisions.
4. Program Teams
These teams are divided into four areas:
a. Reach and Welcome,
b. Celebration,
c. Equip, and
d. Mobilize.
In the minutes from the 1999 Charge Conference report, Zimmick cast his vision
for the next steps m the transformation ofEUM. He dehneated his goals in the 1999
Charge Conference report:
1 . A church ofone thousand people�one thousand people in vital
relationship with Christ�one thousand people involved in ministry.
2. A church whose number one priority is God's nuiliber one priorhy: Lost
people!
3. An mtentional, organized prayer ministry hivolving five himdred people
ofwhich one hundred people would serve as the pastor's prayer
partners.
4. A church where:
The Holy Sphh is Moving In (sphitual growth is happening).
The Pastor is Movhig Over (the pastor's focus becomes equipping
people)
The People are Moving Up (people are finding theh area of
mimstry), and
The Church is Moving Out! (impact for Christ is bemg made beyond
the four walls of the church). (1999 Charge Conference Report)
In January 2000, Zhnmick decided to accept a position with the leadership group,
Tentmakers. IfEUM were to contmue hs growth, it needed a pastor who had been
equipped to stand on Zimmick's shoulders and continue the transformational process.
While God was transforming EUM through the leadership ofHarold Zimmick, God
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was also transforming my vision ofministry. After serving two years at First United
Methodist Church (FUMC) ofTulsa, Oklahoma, I completed a Master ofDivinity at
Dubuque Theological Seminary. While attending seminary, my wife and I copastored a
three point charge in Iowa. After completing our schooling, we were appointed to a single
charge hi Oklahoma, and then we were mvhed to come back on staff at FUMC, Tulsa,
where we served for SVz years.
Throughout this time every church we pastored saw numerical growth and sphitual
growth. I found myself, however, dissatisfied with the lack of changed Hves, mobilized
lahy, and an hiefficient infrastructure for mtentional discipleship. I began to locate and
network with churches that seemed to be culturaUy relevant wlule remaining doctrinally
pure. While vishing and studying such churches as Willow Creek, Ghighamsburg,
Saddleback, and New Hope, God also began to sth within me a deshe to study such
disciplines as prayer, contemporary worship, leadership, small groups, and lay
mobilization.
While at FUMC, Tulsa, I beg^n implementing the knowledge I was gaining through
my studies. I had the privilege ofbirthing two contemporary worship services, eighty small
groups, and I was able to muhiply myself in the Family Life department by equipping over
fifty lay people mto mmistry. The deshes ofmy heart were bemg met, yet I still found
myself frustrated by the fact that I was able to give only limited leadership to the overaU
vision of the church.
In summer 1999, my family and I chose to attend Asbury Theological Seminary's
exching and innovative Beeson International Center for Biblical Preaching and Church
Leadership, a doctoral program located inWilmore, Kentucky. This experience allowed me
to travel and study firsthand such churches as Saddleback, Willow Creek, Ghighamsburg,
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and the Kwanghm Methodist Church m Seoul, Korea. It also allowed me an opportunity to
deepen my understanding ofworship, leadership, preaching, and lay mobilization.
In sprhig 2000, EUM's StaffParish Relations Committee articulated Rev.
Zhmnick's Charge Conference vision to the cabinet of the Wisconsin Conference. When
the cabinet contacted my wife and me in regards to becoming the next pastors ofEUM,
Rev. Janet EUinger, district superintendent, stated, "Evangelical United Methodist Church
is one of the most forward thinking and healthiest churches in our Conference." They
believed that my vision statement made Karin and I a perfect match for taking EUM to the
next level:
My preferred fixture is functioning as the senior pastor of a ministerial staff
that is willing to minister out ofshared values and purpose within the team
ministry framework. I want the church to be known for its free flowing style
ofworship, its relevant preaching, its openness to the movement of the Holy
Sphit, and hs ability to equip people for ministry. I would hke my wife to be
on staffwith me and for my children to have a safe envhonment in which to
grow up. I would like the church to be located in the northern half of the
United States or in an area that experiences four seasons.
At the time ofmy arrival as senior pastor ofEUM, Sunday morning worship
attendance had increased to 298. Four aduh Sunday school classes were flinctioning:
1 . "Paul's Class"�^primarily made up of thirty to forty-year-olds who joined the
church under Zinunick's pastorate.
2. "Seekers"�^this class consists of forty to fifty-year-olds. Like Paul's class, the
Seekers also joined durmg Zimmick's pastorate.
3. "Crossbearers" �^this class reaches the early rethed group, ranging in age from
fifties to seventies. Most ofthese members joined under Fraley's pastorate.
4. "3-D's"�^this class consists ofolder church members. Members are mostly in
theh eighties. This class are the "old EUB-ers." For the most part, they are cautious toward
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change ofany khid.
In addhion, I mherhed a six-person staff including a full-time administrative
assistant, a three-quarter-time youth pastor, a half-time worship leader, a half-time
custodian, a quarter-time visitation pastor, and a quarter-time organist/chancel choh
dhector. When I was appointed to EUM, my wife, a United Methodist elder, was also
appointed as a half-time executive minister. The church's projected budget for the year
2000 was $322,724. Since my arrival at EUM, I have restructured the staffby replacing the
worship leader with a children's pastor and Mrhig a new visitation minister to follow the
one rethmg. EUM's average worship attendance has mcreased from 298 to 360. The
church's budget also has hicreased to $465,294. We have also added one more adult
Sunday School class called "Faithbuilders." The age range for this class is late twenties to
sixties with most members being in theh thirties. Most Faithbuilders have joined the church
since our arrival; some, however, joined under Zimmick's pastorate.
Inmy first year at EUM, I realized that the church was hi the midst of transition
from an mward-focused to an outward-focused congregation. While the church prides hself
on its strong scriptural heritage, change often leads to confusion which can then hicrease
the risk ofpeople taking theh eyes off theh first love. In Revelation 2:1-5, the church of
Ephesus was reminded that doing ministry is not enough. Ministry should be done with the
right heart and attitude. If a church loses its first love, it becomes either legalistic or
apathetic.
EUM must be carefiil to guard itself from this dilemma. On the one hand, EUM
contains a remnant ofmembers who often border on legalism. Within the congregation
remahis a small but vocal minorhy that contmues to long for the mmistry ofthe 1950s. The
church just refiu-bished the organ at an expense of$150,000; therefore, any mstrument
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leading worship other than the organ is unacceptable to this small faction. Tradhional
worship is not just a preferred style; for these people it is the only style. This attitude has
finstrated many within the church and has resulted in limited interaction with this renmant.
Furthermore, the schedule of three excellent, yet completely different, Sunday morning
worship experiences has raised a concern that the chiorch has become three separate
congregations imder one roof While I am the benefactor ofmany of the seeds the previous
pastor planted, I have also inherhed many unresolved conflicts that were left unattended.
On the other hand, EUM finds itselfwith an exciting opportunity. In the past seven
years the church has seen hs attendance increase by almost one hundred people, and the
congregational make-up has shifted from elderly to young couples and families. These
famihes provide a fertile base from which to conthiue buUdmg the fiiture.
In order to determine the best course ofaction for the conthiued transformation of
EUM, I administered Christian Schwarz's Natural Church Development Survey to
members of our congregation (ChurchSmart Resources). The resuhs of the survey
confirmed my suspicions. While "insphing worship" received a high score as om
maximvun factor, "passionate sphituahty" and "hohstic small groups" received our
minimum factors. The effects ofdogmatic legalism and apathetic consumerism had
threatened to replace the intimate relationship that God has called his people to have with
him.
The church leadership began addresshig the minimum factor of "passionate
sphhuality" on many fronts. At the children's level, a program enthled "Bible Blast"
began. Through this program, elementary age children were exposed to the enthe Bible
frohi Genesis to Revelation, memorized over 850 Scripture verses within nine months, and
were familiarized with God's deshe to have a relationship with them, and they were
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encouraged to pray in a conversational manner. Bible Blast attendance grew in one year
from an average of seven children to over fifty children on a Wednesday evening. The
Sunday morning children's curriculiunwas also revamped making it more than mere baby
sitting. In addition, the children's ministry also added a Sunday school class for three to
five-year-olds, who up to this point were simply behig pacified through the nursery.
Following is a timeline markmg significant changes:
July 2000 We began ministry at EUM. The Sunday morning children's
program known as S.H.O.U.T. (Sing, Hear, Obey, and Understand
the Truth) had an attendance often. "Wonderfiil Wednesday"
attendance was seven.
Sept. 2000 The S.H.O.U.T. cixrriculimi completely changed�attendance
increased to twenty- five. We introduced a new program called
"Bible Blast" on Wednesday nights�attendance increased to
twenty-eight.
Jan. 2001 EUM hhed a children's minister.
Sept. 2001 S.H.O.U.T. attendance increased to thhty. Bible Blast increased to
thhty-nLne. A new ministry called "Critterland" was mtroduced for
three to five-year olds�attendance was seventeen.
Feb. 2003 S.H.O.U.T. attendance was forty-one. Critterland attendance was
twenty-two. Bible Blast attendance was forty-four.
Young children are praising God through worship, understanding his Word through puppet
skits, and developing theh faith through hfe-apphcable lessons and games. The number of
youth attending Wednesday evening programming grew as well, averaging around fifty
youth per week as they participated in the youth version ofAlpha.
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At the aduh level, ten aduh Alpha courses were bhthed. Alpha is a ten-week
introductory course to the Christian fahh (Gumbel 15). The next phase was to hnplement a
daUy prayer ministry enthled "Let's Pray!" A "Let's Pray" team created brochures that
stated EUM's deshe to become a "prayer-based" church and encouraged people to
covenant to pray every day for specified aspects of theh and the church's life. One hundred
and two individuals and family units have covenanted regarding this prayer initiative.
Every Tuesday I e-mail these partners with lessons on ways to develop theh prayer life and
ways to imderstand that the Scriptures are relevant to theh present-day situations. Through
Alpha, "Let's Pray!" youth Alpha, and Bible Blast, I beheve that the church has taken large
steps towards increasing the "passionate sphituahty" factor at EUM.
Hohstic small groups, on the other hand, remain an area of concern and were the
subject of this study. EUM has a checkered history with small groups. Several years ago,
five "T.L.C." groups began; only one remains in sporadic existence. Adult Sunday school
classes are the only other small group systems alive in the church. Currently, however,
these classes are inward-focused and have no idea how to be effective small group cells of
the church.
I remain excited about our call to this church. While EUM is not as heahhy a
church as I was led to beheve, I think that the growing pains EUM is facing can be
resolved if the congregation can focus on hs first love. InMatthew 22:34-40, Jesus was
asked, "What is the greatest commandment?" Jesus rephed that the commandments could
be simplified down to loving God with aU one's being and then allowmg that love to
transform one's hfe m such a way that one would love one's neighbor with as much zeal as
one loves oneself. IfEUM is to continue its quest to become a heahhy church, it must
remain loyal to its first love and allow that love to transform individual lives. Once that
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begins to take place, legalism and consumerismwill melt away, and the churchwill stand
as one ship being rowed hi the same dhection. EUM will then conthiue to beheve, belong,
and become the church that God deshes through a relationship of fahhfuhiess and not
shnply obedience to legahsm.
Problem Summary
EUM must not lose sight of its first love. With members coming dangerously close
to dogmatic legalism or apathetic consumerism, EUM needs to be reminded of hs purpose
as a church as an extension of the kingdom ofGod. EUM must develop opportunities
where faith (beheving), love (belonging) and service (becoming) can be safely developed.
While one minhnum factor is being addressed, the second minimum factor, "hohstic small
groups," has been neglected. My friend and mentor. Dr. James B. Buskhk, has stated that
in order for a church to be heahhy, h needs a balanced diet ofbeheving, belonging, and
becoming (qtd. in Paschal 14). By emphasizing these three factors hi the current small
group structure, adult Sunday school classes, I hope to transform these classes from poorly
structured, inward-focused groups to vital, biblically literate, outward-focused hohstic
small groups.
Theological Foundations
This study focused on believing, belonging, and becoming as characteristics of
healthy small groups and therefore, healthy churches. The Church is different from all
other human institutions in that it is not merely human but a community created, gathered,
and shaped by God. Members ofGod's Church share a common fahh or behef (pistis�
John 3:16, Rom. 1:16). Through this fahh Christians are able to embrace with open arms
God's transforming power in theh lives. Dr. James Buskhk often spoke of the faith
message ofJesus Christ articulated through the Scriptures as kerygma. Christians believe in
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the Uvmg gospel of Jesus Christ and, as disciples of this faith, they become lifelong
learners as God's Holy Sphit instructs and navigates them through hfe.
As followers of this faith. Christians belong (koinonia�translated "fellowship to
God") and in belonging to God they rediscover theh belonging to one another as part of the
body ofChrist.
Christians are then able to become (diakonia, which translates "service") mobilized
followers of Christ. They allow themselves to be stretched mto Christlikeness as they make
themselves available to God hi loving service to one another and the world. My hope is that
these characteristics ofbelieving, belonghig, and becoming can be translated through the
vehicle ofEUM's adult Sunday school classes and help in the endeavor to be a healthy
church.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose ofthis study was to determine whether an intentional strategic effort to
reconstruct EUM's aduh Sunday school program and curriculum would increase the
hohstic smaU group factor of the Natural Church Development survey. Relatedly, by
hicreashig the health of the adult Sunday school small groups, the passionate sphhuality
factor also increases. Through strengthening the minimum factors, the church becomes
healthier, and church growth also occurs.
Research Questions
Following are the research questions which guided the study.
Research Question #1
What effect wUl an intentional, strategic adult Sunday school program and
curricidum have on the Sunday school members' understanding of the Christian feith?
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Research Question #2
What effect has this new strategy had on both church members' involvement in
Sunday school and class members' faithfuhiess to Sunday mornhig worship?
Research Question #3
Has this new strategy resulted m Sunday school class members being more
involved hi outreach activhies?
Research Question #4
Has this hitentional effort increased the minimum factor of holistic small groups as
analyzed through Christian Schwarz's Natural Church Development Survey?
Definitions
A familiarity with the following definitions is necessary for a complete
understanding of the study.
Natural Church Development (NCD)
Natural Church Development is an approach to church growth based upon the
premise that churches have a natural growth abdity that humanity can assist, but not
manipulate, by releasing the "divine growth automatisms." Christian Schwarz discovered
these principles through emphical research by observing nature and by studying Scripture
(Natural 13).
Growth Automatisms
Grov^h automatisms are at the heart ofnatural church development. Schwarz uses
this term for the "all by hselF' principle. Schwarz illustrates the principle through the
parable found in Mark 4:26-29. In this parable, the sower casts the seed and goes to bed.
The seed sprouts and grows; how the sower does not know. The growth principle in place
is that the crop is produced "all by hself" The key term is automate, hterally meaning
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"automatic." Schwarz apphes this idea to a congregation. If, for example, a parent
maintains a balanced Kfe for his son by providiag him with nutrients, exercise, rest, and
love and affection, his son should grow naturally hito a healthy young man. The parent
cannot "force" his growth by stretching him or niaJdng him sh underneath a hght bulb. The
same holds true for God's church-God does the growmg and God's people can assist by
maldng sure biblical prmciples are ia place, but they cannot force a church to grow
(Natural 12).
Eight Quality Characteristics
Rather than assuming that a large church is a healthy church and by imitathig that
church, then one's church will grow, Schwarz suggests that eight universally proven
principles when harmoniously exegeted into one's own envhonment wdl assist church
health and subsequently produce church growth. The survey conducted by Christian
Schwarz's Institute for Natural Church Development (NCD) identified these eight aspects
as empowered leadership, gift-oriented ministry, passionate sphituahty, fimctional
structures, insphhig worship service, hohstic small groups, need-oriented evangelism, and
loving relationships (Natural 22-36).
Maximum Factors
The strongest quahty characteristics, measured on a scale ofone to one hundred, are
the church's maximum factors. NCD's strategy hivolves using these to improve a church's
minimum factors.
Minimum Factors
The weakest quahty characteristics, measured on a scale of one to one hundred, are
the church's mmimum factors. NCD pictures them as the shortest staves of a barrel that
hinder quanthative growth hi the same way that short staves on a physical barrel set the
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upper limits for the amount ofhquid it will hold.
Growth
Growth refers to the hicrease of the average number ofpeople attending the
prmciple worship services each year.
Health
Health is defined negatively as the lack of sickness or disease and positively as the
balance or "harmonious mterplay" ofSchwarz's eight quahty characteristics.
Systems
Systems are organizational patterns that congregations follow to keep theh purpose,
structure relationships, and deepen sphhuality.
Description of the Project
On 9 September 2001, 1 instituted a new program and curriculum in EUM's adult
Sunday school classes. Fhst, rather than having each class decide what theywill teach and
then teach themselves, a comprehensive aduh curriculum utilizmg a team of trained
teachers began rotathig through the adult Sunday school classes. Each teacher was assigned
one eight-week set ofcurriculum He/She taught this set to one class and then, at the end of
two months, was transferred to another class. In this way, the enthe adult Sunday school
was exposed to the same curriculum creating a unity m thought and purpose. The
ciuriculum was designed so that in a live-year time span the enthe New Testament would
be studied, the five major areas ofthe Old Testament would be introduced, significant
theological themes or issues would be discussed, and several courses on the practical
appHcation of the Christian faith would be studied. Second, I asked each class to conduct at
least one off-site social gatherhig. Third, each class was asked to be personally involved in
at least one outreach activity each year.
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Methodology
This study was an evaluation study in an experiential mode using a pretest, posttest
design.
At the beginning and end of each two-month session, a pre- and posttest was
administered, respectively. Foliowhig this, at the end of a four-month time period, two
forther evaluations took place. Fhst, semi-structured interviews were given to seventeen
members of the aduh Sunday school classes. Second, a follow up NCD survey was given to
these same members and was analyzed by ChurchSmart staff
Population and Subjects
The population for the study were members ofEUM's five adult Sunday school
classes. The sample included participation by twenty seven members of these classes. The
goal was to have equal representation from each class. Some classes, however, have small
attendance and were not able to provide the same number of committed members that the
larger classes had available. Each class contributed the following number ofparticipants:
Faithbuilders�8; Explorers�6; Seekers�2; 3-D�3; and Crossbearers�8.
Variables
The mdependent variable is the strategic aduh Sunday school plan. Improvement hi
hohstic small groups, as defined by the NCD survey, is the dependent variable.
Improvement, or lack thereof, is indicated by the variation m score (between one and one
hundred) from the results of the first survey to the second. An increase hi the overall health
ofhohstic small groups is the goal of the study.
Instrumentation
The instruments for the survey were three-fold. Fhst, a pretest and posttest was
given to members of the aduh Sunday school classes. This tool was designed to assess an
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increase or decrease in the member's imderstanding of the Christian fahh, class attendance,
and worship attendance. Second, seventeen members of the sample group was interviewed
regarding the increase or decrease in theh feelings ofcommunity and Christian growth.
Thhd, the Natural Church Development survey developed by Christian Schwarz was also
given to core Sunday school members.
Data Collection
The pre- and posttests were administered at the beghining and end of each two-
month session. The interviews occurred onmutually agreed upon places and thnes. Data
collected was entered into the computer immediately following the interviews. The NCD
questionnahe is an instrument that is normed for churches hi the USA so that fifty is the
median core or "average." According to a letter from David Wetzler from Church Smart
resources, "70% of churches taking the survey will score in the range between 35 and 65.
The balance of the churches taking the survey show 15% scormg above 65 and 15%
scoring below 35." The thirty members were invited to gather and complete the surveys
together. This time was followed by a meal and discussion.
Generalizability and Delimitations
The findings ofthis study have dhect hnplications for Evangelical United
Methodist Church. Generalizations about other congregations can only be made with great
caution. Congregations of similar size and structure should benefit from knowmg the
impact that a strategic, intentional aduh Sunday school program and curriculum has on
increasmg hohstic small groups and, in turn, overall church heahh. Assessment of the
increase in the minhnum church heahh factor, hohstic small groups, is limited to the
perceptions of the thirty members selected from the adult Sunday school classes.
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Overview of tlie Study
Four chapters follow this one. Chapter 2 begms with the bibhcal understanding of
believing (kerygma), belonghig (koinonia), and becoming (diakonia). These three aspects
ofa heahhy church life are hivestigated hi hght ofhisight given into the early Church
found in Acts 2:42-47. Next, a brief look is given into the church growth movement as it
provides the background from which church health developed. Church heahh as a system is
examined. Following this overaU explanation of church health, the eight quahty
characteristics as defined by Christian Schwarz are examined whh special detail being
given to hohstic small groups. Finally, adult Sunday school classes as viable avenues for
effective small groups are discussed. Chapter 3 restates the study's purpose and explains
the research design, methods, and data analysis. Chapter 4 presents the findings ofthe
study. Chapter 5 provides a summary and interpretation of the research findings.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE
The Review of Related Literature
A study to determine the extent to which adult Sunday school classes modeled on
the need for a healthy balance ofbelieving, belonging, and becoming contributes to the
hicrease in the minhnum factor ofhohstic small groups at Evangelical United Methodist
Church necessitates an exploration of several issues. Fhst, an exegetical study of the
biblical usage ofkerygma (believing), koinonia (belonging), and diakonia (becoming) is
requhed. Second, an examination of these components at work in the early Church is
found through an analysis ofActs 2:42-47.
Thhd, a brief look at the modem church growth movement provides the
foundation for understandhig the rise of the church health movement. The church health
movement, with particular attention to Natural ChurchDevelopment, is discussed. This
discussion provides the backdrop for the usage of the Natural ChurchDevebpment
survey at Evangelical United Methodist Church. Six of the eight factors are summarized
with focus behig given to the two minimum factors discovered through survey testing.
Finally, a discussion on aduh Sunday school classes as a valid and vital form ofholistic
small groups reveals how they provide the perfect setting for Christian growth through
believmg, belonging, and becoming.
Limits to the Literature Review
Kerygma, koinonia, and diakonia are words with rich histories. For the purposes
of this study, an understandhig of these three wordswill be limited to usages found
pertinent to the study. Every instance the words appear in the Old and New Testaments
was not examined. Further, the New Testament provides many examples ofthe early
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Church and hs ministry. The model provided hi Acts 2 and fiirther reinforced m Acts 4
was utilized as they related to behevmg, belonghig, and becoming.
While a familiarity with the church growthmovement is essential in
understandhig the selection of the Natural Church Development survey, the enthe field of
church growth reaches outside the scope of this study. For purposes ofdelimitation,
church growth was examined as the background from which chui-ch heahh emerged.
Church health was analyzed with particular emphasis given to Christian Schwarz and the
field ofNatural Church Development. Enthe bodies ofUterature exist for each of
Schwarz's eight quahty characteristics. This study summarized each briefly with special
attention being given to passionate sphituahty and hohstic small groups as the two
minimum factors facing Evangelical United Methodist Church.
Biblical Usage ofKerygma, Koinonia, and Diakonia
Following is a discussion ofthe biblical usage ofthe three Greek words
kerygyma, koinonia, and diakonia.
Beheving�Kerygma
Beheving is the first of the three ingredients requhed for a healthy Christian hfe
and church. For the purposes of this study, believing is defined in terms of the Greek
word kergyma. In classical times, kergyma was associated with a herald, one who
proclaims messages from kmgs or military commanders. Even hi the Old Testament,
usage ofthis word was rare hi relation to any proclamation of salvation, referrmg
primarily to loud cries such as alarms or shouts ofvictory (Brown 3: 50-51). Beginning m
the New Testament, a basic difference between biblical usage ofkerygma and that of the
surrounding world began to emerge. To the early Christians, importance was not given to
the mstitution or person, only to the content or "effective act ofproclamation" (52).
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Where kerygma is used hi terms of the preactung of Jonah (Matt. 12:42; and Luke 1 1 :32),
h refers to the content ofJonah's message with the emphasis on Jonah's delivery of the
message. In Pauline texts, use ofkerygma refers to both the message ofChrist, which
Paul proclaims, and his own preaching. The most clearly delhieated meaning of kerygma
is found in 2 Thnothy 4: 17 where Paul wrhes, "But the Lord stood by me and gave me
strength to proclaim the word fully, that all the Genthes might hear h." In this case,
kergyma refers to the act and content ofproclamation rather than the messenger himself
(53).
New Testament usage clearly indicates that the context in which the word
kerygma is used is vital to understanding what content is attempting to be conveyed. To
summarize, in the New Testament usage ofkerygma, it refers to the "content, event, and
office ofproclamation" (Brown 1 : 62). Unhke didache (teaching), kerygma emphasizes
the pubhc proclamation of the message as well as the promises and claims found therein.
Twentieth century theological debate over kergyma as being either a set of facts or a
response of faith to the spoken word distorts the New Testament imderstanding, which
does not draw such a clear delineation between the two.
One might wonder whypisteuo, or faith, was not chosen when discussing
"believing." Faith is, ofcourse, essential to Christianity, yet beheving as defined hi
kergyma denotes more than faith. Kerygma highlights the fact that an objective content
exists which requhes both beliefand a response. In contemporary times, kerygma is most
frequently associated with corporate worship and the preached word. While the preached
word is essential, an addhional step ofdialogue or interaction with the word in which the
preached word becomes relevant to daily life must also be taken. As Dr. Wade Paschal
points out in his book, Vhal Aduh Learning, "Believing is encouraged through both
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proclamation and dialogue" (15). Believing, in this sense, hivolves more than mtellectual
assent. It refers to active participation with the taught or preached word and translation of
this understandhig to daily living. In this way. Christians are encouraged to grow in theh
faith and knowledge ofGod.
Belonging�Koinonia
Belonging is the second characteristic found in healthy churches. Christians need
the strength and accountabilhy that comes through fellowship with other Christians. In
order to grow in our Christian fahh, "we need people who know our names, who care for
us, and take tune to be with us" ("Church We Can Be"). Koinonia, translated as Christian
community, is one of the most significant gifts given to us by our Creator.
Genesis begins with a God of community. In the beginning and throughout
eternity, the Father, Son, and Holy Sphh exist in community. After creating man, God
proclaimed that it is not good for man to be alone so he created woman. God, man, and
woman hved in community with one another. The Fall firactured this relationship.
Throughout the remainder of the Old and New Testament, God is continually reaching
out to restore this relationship.
A dominant theological motif of the Old Testament is the covenant dealings of
God with the people ofIsrael. The Israelhes are seen as the people ofGod�^he mitiated a
covenant with them, made promises to them, but also requhed obedience from them.
Theh continuing failure to meet this requhement allowed God to reveal his character as a
redeeming God. Thoughmost of the Israehtes continued to reject him, a remnant
remained faithfiil. The apostle Peter wrote, 'Tor you once were not a people, but now you
axe the people ofGod; you had not received mercy, but now you have received mercy" (1
Pet. 2:10). The Church is different from all other human institutions in that h is a
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community gathered and shaped by God himself. Christians belong to God and through
him Christians discovers theh belonging to one another as fellow members ofChrist's
body.
Koinonia occurs only one thne in the canonical books of the Septuagint where it
translates the rare word tesumeth yadh, which means "joiat property" (Ghbrant 13: 366).
It is more frequently used m Ecclesiastes and Proverbs to tratislate words related to the
Hebrew word habar, which means to unite or join together.
While koinonia is absent from the synoptics and the gospel of John, it is a
typically Pauline term and occurs thirteen thnes in the writings ofPaul. Although much
of our understanding ofkoinonia comes from the book ofActs, Luke only used this term
in Acts 2:42 and 4:32ff In these texts, it is seen as an essential part of a lifestyle of
worship and assumes a place equal to the apostles' teaching. Ben Witherhigton observes
that koinonia is not correctly translated as mere fellowship; rather, fellowship is the result
ofkoinonia (160). Cohn Brown writes, ''Koinonia expresses something new and
independent. It denotes the unanimity and unity brought about by the Sphh. The
individual was completely upheld by the community" (1 : 642). This idea of being
"upheld by the community" is essential to a proper understanding ofbelonging.
Paul provides the most information about the nature ofkoinonia in the early
Church. Paul only used this term hi a religious sense. It was never equated with societas
(companionship), nor did it correspond with ekUesia since it had no relationship to the
local congregation. For Paul, koinonia referred strictly to the relationship of faith to
Christ (Brown 1 : 643). In Galatians 2:9, where Paul wrote that James, Peter, and John
extended ^the right hand of fellowship" to Paul and Barnabas, he did not mean they
shook hands or made a deal but mstead meant to convey theh mutual recognition of
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being one in Clirist. Thus, only those who liave been recreated tlirough God's Holy Sphit
can share in the oneness found in koinonia. It denotes oiu" new relationship with one
another based on the forgiveness of sins found through the cross ofChrist.
This understandhig ofkoinonia is fiirther emphasized in the first epistle of John.
John's purpose hi writhig this epistle was so "that you also may have fellowship with us"
(1 John 1:3). In John's understandhig, koinonia among behevers is impossible without
koinonia with God. If one claims to be in fellowship with God, then one will be hi
fellowship with other behevers. Conversely, if one clahns to be in fellowship with other
believers, one must be hi fellowship with God. Both the vertical relationship with God
and the horizontal relationship with other believers comprised koinonia.
Becoming�Diakonia
In order to grow hi faith. Christians need to be givers as weU as receivers. The
church exists not only to spread the message ofJesus to a hurtmg world but also to ^sist
the Holy Sphit in the transformation ofone's Hfe. The goal of this transformation is to
become Christlike, mature disciples. Salvation is ultimately displayed hi a hfestyle of
service.
In the classical world, diakonia referred to the act of service performed by a
servant. Thus, it carried with it a very negative connotation since to be a servant meant
that one had to submit one's will to someone else. In the Old Testament, the ideas of
service and servanthood were not nearly as negative. In fact, many of the fathers of the
fahh, hicluding Abraham, Jacob, Moses, David, and Ehjah, were called "servants of the
Lord." Even though charhable acts were contahied in the commandment to love one's
neighbor (Lev. 19:8), the word diakonia is used only in two cases, both foimd hi the book
ofEsther.
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New Testament usage of diakonia continues with thiis poshive view of service. In
early Christianity, diakonia became the central attitude toward hfe. Jesus' teachings all
parallel this view. Matthew 20:28 states, "The Son ofMan came not to be served but to
serve and to give his life as a ransom for many." Through his own example, Jesus
modeled servanthood to the world and thus presented a radically different view from the
prevailhig Greek culture.
With the exception ofLuke 10:40, diakonia is not found in the gospels. In this
case, it refers to Martha's service at the table as opposed to Mary's learning from Jesus.
The verb, diakoneo, however, is used hi the gospels and is found uhhnately m the person
ofJesus. Colin Brown writes, "It becomes a term denoting loving action for brother and
neighbor, which in turn is derived from divhie love, and also describes the outworking of
koinonia, fellowship." (1: 547). Other New Testament passages describhig this
understanding hiclude "anyone giving food to the hungry, shelter to the homeless,
clothing to the naked, or visithig the sick and imprisoned is serving Christ himself' (Matt.
25:35) and "as you did h to the least ofmy brethren, you did h to me" (Matt. 25:40).
Christian faith requhes service. In fact, greatness in the kingdom ofGod is dhectly
related to service, not rank: "And they began to argue among themselves as to who
woxdd be the greatest m the coming kingdom." Jesus rephed with these words:
The kings of the Gentiles lord it over them; and those who exercise
authority over them call themselves Benefactors. But you are not to be like
that. Instead, the greatest among you should be Kke the youngest, and the
one who rules like the one who serves. (Luke 22:25-26)
In Acts, the view ofdiakonia as "providing for" is revealed. In this sense,
diakonia was especially meant to help those Christians in need. This view of service,
where strength and possessions were used for the benefit ofothers, is seen as the prhnary
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and ongoing element of fellowship. Service is extended, hi Acts, from the local
community ofbehevers to other churches needing help; thus, the body as a whole is
edified. From this understanding Paul refers to the charismatic gifts as diakonia because
they edify the body ofChrist, the Church. Through servhig one another. Christians reveal
Christ to the world.
At the heart of the gospel is the call for all disciples to a lifestyle ofdiakonia. We
are called upon to give service to God. Service to him, however, includes reaching out to
others and ministering to his whole body. ''Diakonia expresses hseif also in tangible acts
of love�^the sharhig of food and sustenance, money, and possessions" (Ghbrant 12: 80).
It involves compassionate love toward those in need within the Christian community. All
Christian service begins with the humble reflection that Christians have aheady been
served by the greatest ofall. Service helps recreate theh heart in the image ofChrist's
heart. When Christians love, they become more loving. When Christians serve, God's
Sphit begins to reformwho they are into the image ofChrist. Service is a way of
"abiding in God." Love flows from the fact that God loves love. Christians cannot love
God and hold hate in theh hearts. Respondmg to the needs of others m loving service is a
means ofgrace, a tool through which God reforms who Christians are.
Biblical Model: Acts 2:42-47
In Acts 2:42-47, Luke provides his readers with a glimpse into the life of the early
Church:
They devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and to the fellowship,
to the breaking ofbread and to prayer. Everyone was filled with awe, and
many wonders and miraculous signs were done by the apostles. All the
beHevers were together and had everything in common. SeUing theh
possessions and goods they gave to anyone as he had need. Every day they
continued to meet together in the temple court. They broke bread m theh
homes and ate together with glad and sincere hearts, praising God and
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enjoying tiie favor ofall the people. And the Lord added to theh number
daily those who were being saved.
An examination of this passage reveals that the early behevers instinctively understood
the need for a healthy balance ofbelieving, belonging, and becoming.
Believing
"They devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching" (Acts 2:42). The Greek word for
"devoted" isproskarterountes, which translated means to continue or to persevere. It was
a common word that hnphes a "steadfast and siagle-minded fidelity to a certahi course of
action" (Longenecker 289). Luke utilizes the same word when discussing the devotion of
the 120 to prayer in the upper room. Other scholars have translated this as, "'And they
went on to give constant attention' (Rotherham), 'They were regularly present' (TCNT),
'They were loyal' (Beck), ... 'kept theh attention fixed' (BB)" (Gdbrant 6: 63).
General agreement exists among scholars that the early Church not only had a
kerygma but a defined pattern of instruction for new believers (Harrison 73). This
kerygma consisted ofthe words of Jesus, an account ofhis earthly ministry and hfe, an
understanding ofman's need for redemption, and a witness to his crucifixion and
resurrection (Longenecker 289). Through theh devotion to the apostles' teaching, the
early Church was firmly grounded in the "believhig" component for a healthy church. As
converts fi-om Judaism, the questions and struggles the early behevers must have had are
not hard to hnagme, yet they persevered "with glad and sincere hearts, praising God and
enjoying the favor ofall the people" (Acts 2:46-47).
Belonging
In aU Lukan wrhmgs, the word koinonia is only found in this Acts 2:42-47. While
they grew in theh vertical relationship with God, they also grew in theh horizontal
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relationship with one another. Fellowship was the result of the koinonia experienced as
the early believers devoted themselves to the apostle's teaching. This koinonia must have
been a very important characteristic of the early Church as Luke mentions it in four of
these six verses. Along with teachhig, the fledgling Church communed through the
Lord's supper and table fellowship. Shice they could not take communion in the temples,
they did this hi theh homes often in connectionwith theh daily meals. Even ordinary
meals took on a sacred flavor where Christians, johied through sphitual kinship, shared
the joy, honor, and praise connected with being a follower of the risen Christ.
Becoming
In reading this pericope, one must keep in mind that in no sense is any form of
communism implied. LaSor aptly describes the difference between communism and
koinonia: "Communism says, 'What is yours is mine; I'll take it.' Koinonia says, 'What
is mine is yours, I'll share it'" (71). Moreover, Luke does not mtend to express the idea of
communal hvmg where private property is not allowed. Instead, this type of free-will
giving should be seen shnply as Christian sharing. The imperfect tense is used implying
that this sharing was not a onetime occurrence but rather a common practice undertaken,
presumably, whenever a need arose. Unlike the Qumran community, all private
ownership was not aboHshed so that a redistribution ofwealth could take place. Acts
4:32-35 explams theh givhig even more fiilly. Early behevers gave with no thought of
reciprocity; selfishness and possessiveness were not present. A weU-planned system for
caring for one another's needs had been established. Fhst, possessions were sold when a
need arose, thus establishing a fund used for meetings those needs. Second, the apostles
were entrusted with the responsibility ofdistributing the fimds, as they deemed necessary
(Kistemaker 174; Gillman 96-97; Williams 94). In Acts 5:4, Peter is clear that no one was
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under any compulsion to give anything. The bond of sphitual fellowship erased any sense
ofpossessiveness when a need arose among the brethren. They recognized that they were
all partners in Christ's mission so all things were shared. Harrison wrhes, "Whh the
Christian community ... the sharing was not a means to the end ofpersonal edification,
but rather the expression of the love of the Spmt. ... It was also in line with the teaching
ofJesus" (98). This lovmg response was not limited to fellow behevers. The early Church
understood hs responsibilhy to unbehevers who were hi need.
Clearly, these passages indicated that the early believers realized that hi order to
grow sphitually, in order to follow fiilly the mandates of Jesus Christ, Christians must be
givers as well as receivers. Giving was a natural outgrowth ofwho they were as followers
ofChrist. In order for a small group in a church, or the church itself, to be healthy,
"becoming" is vhal.
The model provided in this pericope is clear. "Believing" allows followers to
growm theh knowledge and understanding ofthe gospel message. Through "believing"
the principles ofthe Christian faith are taught thus producing a unity ofmind and sphit.
"Belonging" is seen as the early behevers shared joyfully in meals, praise, and Christian
fellowship. Wagner, in his book Spreading the Fhe, observes that "one of the key factors
to church health is to design ways and means for fellowship to be an integral part of
church hfe week m and week out" (104). The picture is of a loving body ofbelievers
meeting daily in the temple in one accord sharing joyfiiUy with one another when needs
arose.
Church Health
At Evangelical United Methodist Church, I chose to use the Natural Church
Development Survey to assess the state ofEUM's health. This decision was prompted by
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my beKef that a heahhy church is a growhig church. In order to understand church health
concepts, the church growthmovement needs to be briefly explored.
The Backdrop of Church Growth
According to Lyle Schaller, in the 1970s the church growthmovement was the
most influential development concenung the church. Dr. Donald McGavran was heralded
as the father of the movement (Schaller 7). Dr. George Hunter, hi his article "The Legacy
ofDonald A. McGavran," states that in the early 1930s, McGavran began to wonder why
some churches were effective in reaching people for Christ, while others remained
ineffective in theh evangelistic endeavors. McGavran wanted to know, "When a church
is growing, why is h growhig?" (qtd. hi Hunter, "Legacy" 158). In 1955, McGavran
published Bridges ofGod: A Study in the Strategy ofMissions. In Hunter's lecture, he
stated that McGavran purposes that faith trends tend to spread along lines of social
networks (i.e., kinship and friendships). McGavran's research showed that up to three-
fourths of the population ofthe fastest growing churches came from these sources. New
Christians in particular (five years or less) seemed more productive in sharing Christ for
six main reasons: Fhst, they have a wider social life outside the faith; second, they have
fresh zeal; third, they are less intimidated and fearful because they have fewer rules to
follow (i.e., the four sphitual laws) so they express themselves passionately and with
freedom; fourth, they still speak the world's language; and, fifth, they still have a
perceived life change (Hunter, Lecture).
WhenMcGavran came out of semirethement and became the founding dean of
Fuller Theological Seminary's School ofWorld Missions, he began to mfluence the
Church hi a more profound way by widening and deepening his students' understandhig
of church growth principles. McGavran identified four questions that were to preoccupy a
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generation of cliurch growtli scliolars:
1 . Wliat are ttie causes of churcli growth?
2. What are the barriers of church growth?
3. What are the factors that can maice the Cliristian fahh a movement among
some populations?
4. What principles of church growth are reproducible? (qtd. hi Hunter, "Legacy"
158).
The church growth movement's main focus was built upon removing barriers or
obstacles to growth. Growth was viewed hi four different areas: iatemal growth (depth),
expansion growth (conversion), extension growth (missions), and bridghig growth (cross-
cultural evangelism) (Hunter, Lecture). The movement believed that if they could remove
the barriers to church growth, God would do his part, and people would be drawn to
Christ. The church growthmovement developed and utilized a field research method for
studying growth, and they employed historical analysis to help them determine what
barriers were hindering people from sphitual growth. George Hunter identifies a number
ofdistinctive themes and claims to the church growth approach:
1. Evangelism is the objective;
2. Statistics and graphs are taken seriously;
3. Goal setting is key;
4. Indigenous forms of evangelism are needed;
5. Develop strategies through social sciences;
6. Use practical research to gam new ideas for evangeUsm;
7. Test evangelistic principles and be willing to change;
8. Realize that people are open to the gospel;
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9. New church plants are encouraged;
10. Use the worldwide database of church growth to understand and strategize for
growth;
11. People need the Church; and,
12. God wants the Church to grow (Schaller 25-26; Hunter, "Legacy" 158).
This emphasis, however, brought criticism that the church growthmovement's
attention focused too much on numbers and sociological principles. It was accused of
usmg human means to try to solve a sphitual problem (Schwarz, Natural 6). Some
cautioned that the movement's focus was inadvertently leading them too close to
becomhig a Church that could function without God (Hemphill 26). The common thread
throughout all criticism towards the movement was that it was dealing only with the
symptoms and not the dlness of the Church. The primary problem with the Church is
sphitual, not physical (10).
I do not beheve that the church growth movement ever had any illusions that
chvirch growth was based solely on sociological, technocratic issues. McGavran and
Himter were clear that chiu-ch growth was connected to God's power:
Healthy, normal chiirches grow. They feed on God's word, worship and
obey the Head ofthe Church, practice theh Christian faith, and are deeply
concerned about the pagans inhabhmg theh neighborhoods. Not only are
they concerned, but they are domg something about it. (23)
The church growth movement never diverted its belief that God's power expands his
kingdom. The movement did, however, spawn deep thinkmg, which gave birth to the
modern church health movement.
Church Health as a System
Proponents of church heahh view the body ofChrist as an organic being, a living
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organism (Schwarz, Natural 10). It is a hving movement with the Holy Sphit grafting
Christians mto a corporate entity (Rom. 12:5-8; Eph. 4:1-16; Matt. 18:20). Church health
becomes more than mere terminology; it becomes the system by which the Hteral health
of the church is monitored.
Systems' thinking views Hfe as mtegrated pieces. It understands that aU parts are
connected to each other; hence, a change hi one area ofthe system aJEfects parts hi other
areas of the system�a "ripple effect" of sorts. Because aU parts are interrelated, the
system becomes the center of the parts. Problems that arise within a system must be
viewed as interaction among the parts; therefore, solutions and corrections must be
sought within the interaction ofthe parts.
In Peter L. Stemke's classic book. Healthy Congregations, he explores the biblical
metaphor of the Church being the body ofChrist�an organic entity. Steinke beheves the
organic process is looped and not linear:
Some organic processes promote growth through decay, shedding, and
breakdown. Some organic growth is downwatd-a deepening, a roothig, a
maturing process. An organic view will not aUow us to make health
synonymous with enlargement and mass. Organic Hfe comes in many
sizes and shapes, aU ofwhich may be said to be healthy, (vui)
This insight reminds readers that the heahh of a local congregation involves more than
mere church size just as the heahh ofhuman beings is determined by more than how taU
they are. Congregations experiences seasons m which a "pruning" from God occurs so
that they can continue to grow. Churches may also go through seasons of "deep change"
in which they are being prepared for fiirther growth.
System thinkmg is basic to understanding life processes. Psychologist Edgar
Jackson says, "When we are workmg with living systems we are dealing Mdth process,
not substance" (qtd. in Steinke 4). A biblical example may be found in the Old Testament
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Shema. The bibhcal prophets urged the Hebrew people to love God with all theh heart,
mind, and strength. The nund, heart, and strength may be viewed as three parts of a
whole. Love is comprehensive. Ifone loves God only whh one's mind (cognitive) and do
not love hhn with one's heart (devotion, compassion), or one's strength (commitment),
one's love is incomplete (5).
To stretch the body metaphor fiirther, the organic system exchanges information
through "loops." Some loops are used to regidate information; others are used to amplify
or create change in the system (e.g.. Every church has its formal communication channels
and its "efiicient" communication channels). As a system, a congregation influences its
own health. By taking responsible action, it shapes its desthiy. "A healthy congregation is
one that actively and responsibly addresses or heals its disturbances, not one with an
absence of troubles" (Stemke 10).
Every church is gohig to have problems or "vhuses" within its system. The
church has not reached its perfect state. Paul wrote: "Now I know only in part" (1 Cor.
13:12). Every congregation wants to be whole, yet realizes that hfe is incomplete.
Healthy churches must come to the realization that every livhig organism, hicluding
churches, will go through fife's growing pahis. Many churches are expecting an expert
(or pastor) to give them a vacchiation so that theywill never be unhealthy, yet a healthy
organic body is one that is able to strengthen itself fi-om dhiess. Illness strengthens the
immune system. So healthy churches learn to have "healthy conflict." As an organic
body, a congregation is always in process�change is always happening. A heahhy
congregation is always growhig in some form or another. Unfortunately with change
(growth) comes anxiety, which is often a virus looking for a host cell.
The apostle Paul made references to what you call infections (vhuses) of the early
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Church. He called them "grumblers, malcontents ... loudmouthed boasters" (Jude 16),
people who "bhe and devour one another" (Gal. 5:15), groups unbendmg m theh
contentiousness (1 Cor. 1:10-17). Paul warns against "godless chatter," "aman who is
fractious," and "quarreling, jealousy, anger, selfishness, slander, gossip, conceit, and
disorder" (Steinke 55).
The Old Testament provides an example of the Hebrew people during an hdected
period as the Israehtes wandered through the desert and "murmured agahist the Lord"
(Exod. 16:7). In Numbers 14:27 the Lord states, "How long must I tolerate the
complaints ofthis wicked community?" Moses dealt with viruses trying to gain a
foothold hi the Hebrew people on a regular basis. The people cried out, "Why have you
brought us out ofEgypt with our children and our herds to let us all die of thhst?" (Exod.
17:7).
Stemke reminds readers that even Jesus had to deal whh "vhuses" whhin the
rehgious community:
And the Pharisees and the Scribes were grumbling and saying, "This
fellow welcomes sinners and eats whh them." (Luke 15:2)
Then the Jews began to complam about hhn, because he said, "I am the
bread that came down from heavea" (John 6:41)
Aware that his disciples were grumbling about this, Jesus said to them,
'T)oes this offend you?" (John 6:61)
IfJesus had to deal with the issue of anxiety, I am confident that the rest of the bodyof
Christ will as well. This understanding of church health systems is necessary. Likeness to
God cannot be hved out in isolation; it can only be hved in human community�
koinonia. Congregations are primarily a network of relationships (1 Cor. 12). Christians
are first associated with the head of the body�Christ�and then with the individual parts
that make up the body.
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Natural Church Development
Christian Schwarz's research concurs with Steinke's. In his book. Natural Church
Development. Schwarz argues that the focus should be on "biotic" or natural life growth.
Spealdng in broad generalization, Schwarz adheres that most churches have fallen hito
one of two extremes: monistic thinking that leads to technocratic approaches ("follow this
program, and your church wiU grow") and duahstic thinkhig that bhths an anti-
institutional sphituaHsm ("institutions are sphitually hi'elevant") (86-87). Schwarz
favors a new paradigm in which the goal of the Church is to let God's "growth
automatisms" flourish, mstead ofwasting energy on human-made programs. The term
"growth automatisms" is at the heart ofSchwarz's premise ofnatural church
development. The term conies ^-om the Greek word, automate, and is hterally translated
into Enghsh as "automatic." Schwarz contends that something cannot be forced to grow.
Churches can, however, "develop the environmenlal resistance to aminimum in order to
create the best possible conditions for growth" (10).
Schwarz rehes on several scriptural texts; however, Mark 4:26-29 seems to be at
the heart ofhis premise:
The kingdom ofGod is hke a man who casts seed upon the groxmd; and
goes to bed at night and gets up by day, and the seed sprouts up and
grows�^how, he himself does not know. The earth produces crops by
itself; first the blade, then the head, and then the mature grain in the head.
But when the crop permits, he immediately puts in the sickle, because the
harvest has come.
Schwarz believes that the prhnary key phrase ofthe above text is "by itself" The parable
shows that humanity can only do so much�sow and harvest�^but they cannot bring forth
the fruh by themselves. This is only accompfished through the work ofGod (Natural 12).
The Church, therefore, should not attempt to manufacture church growth but rather
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remove obstacles from the envhonment that would hinder the natural growth
development of a heahhy church.
The question is, "How does one determine if the organic church is healthy?"
Schwarz contends that he discovered this natural church development from three prhnary
sources: emphical research, observhig nature, and studying the Scriptures (Natural 13).
From utUizmg these three buildhig blocks, Schwarz has concluded
The technocratic paradigm (the significance of institutions, programs, methods,
etc.) is overestimated;
The sphitualistic paradigm (the significance of institutions, programs, methods
etc.) is underestimated; and.
The biotic paradigm (the theological approach underlying natural church
development) will grow healthy churches naturally and in balance. (14)
The key for Schwarz is found hi a new paradigm based upon she biotic principles:
1 . Interdependence�"the way the individual parts are mtegrated hito a whole
system is more important than the parts themselves" (Natural 66);
2. Multiplication�"An organism can only grow so large, then it mustmuhiply or
reproduce" (68);
3. Energy transformation�"Through rrunute steering energies ask the question,
'How can I best use this situation for the advancement ofGod's Icingdom.'" (70);
4. Multiusage�"The results ofwork are transformed into energy which, in turn,
sustams the ongohig work" (72);
5. Symbiosis�"The inthnate living together of two dissimilar organisms in a
mutually beneficial relationship" (74); and
6. Functionalhy�"God has given everything a purpose or fiinction even if h is
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not immediately evident" (76).
These biotic principles requhe limited human-made strategies but do requhe a
harmonious balance between eight quality characteristics:
1 . Empowering leadership,
2. Gift-oriented ministry,
3. Passionate sphituahty,
4. Fvmctional structures,
5. Insphing worship service,
6. Hohstic small groups,
7. Need-oriented evangelism, and
8. Loving relationships (Schwarz, Natiaral 1 1).
The premise is that by svirveyhig a portion of a congregation, a "quahty mdex" for each
characteristic can be prescribed (20), Schwarz's research iadhiated that if a church scored
a sixty-five or better hi all eight characteristics the church had a 99.4 percent chance of
experiencing growth (40). Few churches, however, are able to give equal attention to aU
eight characteristics at the same time. The goal ofNatural ChurchDevelopment is to
concentrate on improving the characteristic(s) that received the minimum factor. If a
church continues to survey the congregation on a yearly basis, for an annual "check-up,"
the leadership of the church can keep the eight characteristics in equilibrium and hi turn
keep the church healthy and hi a posture for growth.
In studymg over one thousand churches hi thhty-two countries on all six mhabited
conthients, Schwarz makes a distmction between "models" (concepts with which some
church m some part of the world has had a positive ejqierience) and "principles" (that
which applies to every church everywhere) (Natural 16). The interest in church health has
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increased over thie past few years witiimany different principles being espoused as
essential in developing a healthy congregation. Table 1,1 compares the essential
principles (or characteristics) of four diverge thinkers in the area of church health. These
thinkers are KenHemphill, The Antioch Effect; StephenMacchia, Becoming a Heahhy
Church; Christian Schwarz, Natural ChurchDevelopment: and. Dale Galloway, Maldng
Church Relevant,
Table 2.1. Comparison ofHealthy Church Characteristics
MacchiaHemphill
Supernatural power
Christ-exalting
worship
God-connecting
prayer
Servant leaders
God's empowering
presence
Schwarz
Empowering leaders
God-exalting worship Insphing worship
service
GaUoway
Empowered
leaders
Celebrative
Worship
Sphitual disciplines
Servant-leadership
development
Passionate sphituahty Fervent
Sphituahty
Functional structure Flexible and
flinctional
Structure
Kingdom family
relationships
God-sized Vision
Loving and caring
relationships
Loving relationships Loving relation
ships
Clear-cut Vision
Networking with the
body of Christ
Gift-orientedministry Shared ministry
Passion for the lost Outward focus Need-oriented
evangehsm
Passion for the
lost: seeker-friendly
evangehsm
Maturation of
believers
Learning and growing Hohstic small groups
in community
Connection in
small groups
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Table 2.1. Comparison ofHealthy Church Characteristics, continued
Hemphill Macchia Schwarz Galloway
Stewardship and
generosity
Wise administration
and accoimtability
Even four ofmy classmates from the Beeson Pastor Doctorate ofMinistry
program at Asbury Theological Seminary decided to make a break with Schwarz and
formulate theh own eight characteristics: (1) Empowering leadership, (2) Passionate
sphituahty, (3) Authentic community, (4) Fvmctional structures, (5) Transforming
discipleship, (6) Engaging worship, (7) Intentional evangelism, and (8) Mobilized laity
(Law 45).
Critics of the Church Health Movement
Crhicisms of the church health movement tend to be focused primarily at
Christian Schwarz and his methods. In reviewing the book. Natural Church Development.
Daiuel Shnpson finds Schwarz not only "somewhat arrogant" (58) but also believes that
the concepts of church health are simply repackaged church growth concepts. Simpson
states, "If church leaders embrace Natural Church Development, they've adopted the
heart ofDonald McGavran's church growth thinking" (62).
John EUas and Flavil Yeakley also reviewed Schwarz's data and found it lacking
stating, "This book [Natural Chmrch Development] is fatally flawed by the pseudo-
scientific way the material is presented" (83). They refiite Schwarz's clahn ofprovidiag a
"correlational study" (86) as he naively ignores national, contextual, mstitutional, and
such local contextual factors as staffing, facilities, finances, size, and barriers, which
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makes them doubtful that Schwarz's eight characteristics can be called "universal
prmciples" (91).
C. Peter Wagner presents five sets of factors that he believes influences the
growth and decline of churches:
1. National contextual factors: These are factors relathig to national trends,
population, attitudes, values and social values;
2. National institutional factors: These include denominational theological stance,
pohty, and priorities;
3. Local contextual factors: These hiclude social trends hi the community and
neighborhoods surrounding the church;
4. Local institutional factors: These exist within the community of the local
church; and,
5. Sphitual factors: These deal with the relationship between human effort and
God's actions (Healthv 12).
GaryMacintosh sees the church heahh movement as an offsprmg of the church
growth movement (1). He defines church growth as "that science which hivestigates the
plantmg, multiplication, function and heahh ofChristian churches as they relate
specifically to the effective hnplementation ofGod's commission to 'make disciples of
aU nations' (Matthew 28:19-20)" (1). Mcintosh does not deny that churches should strive
for health but not at the expense ofmaking disciples, which may cause a congregation to
become to inward focused rather than outward focused (1).
Eight Quality Characteristics ofNatural Church Development
For the purpose of this study, a survey was utilized based upon Schwarz's eight
quahty characteristics based on my assumption that church health and church growth are
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congruent. A brief examination of these ciiaracteristics provides an understanding of the
state ofEUM's health. Beside each characteristic's introduction is the "quality index"
number it received through our initial survey.
Table 2.2, EUM's NCD Survey Resuhs
Healthy Church EUM's Quahty
Characteristic IndexNumber
Empowerhig leadership 55
Gift-oriented ministry 46
Passionate sphituahty 38
Functional structures 46
Insphhig worship services 62
Hohstic small groups 44
Need-oriented evangelism 45
(1) Empowering Leadership
The health ofa church's leadership plays a vital role in determining the health of
the church. As Logan and Clegg state:
A church will only become as healthy as its leadership. Healthy leadership
begms whh an intimate relationship whh God, resuhing in Christ-hke
character and a clear sense ofGod's calling for leaders' lives. As this base
of sphitual maturity increases^ effective pastors and leaders multiply,
guide, empower and equip disciples to realize theh fiiU potential in Christ
and work together to accomplish God's vision (2-1).
Steinke offers a comparison to help determine whether a congregation is "Clergy-
Focused" or "Mission-Focused" (44-45; see Table 2.3)
Table 2.3. A Comparison of Clergy-Focused and Mission-Focused Congregations
Clergy-Focused Congregations Mission-Focused Congregations
Excessive focus on clergy (difficult to
think of the rest ofthe system); clergy
primarily responsible for what happens
A clear focus on identity and destiny
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Table 2.3. A Comparison ofClergy-Focused and Mission-Focused Congregations,
continued
Clergy-Focused Congregation Mission-Focused Congregation
Dependency encouraged (parent/child
arrangement); no activity without clergy
present
Stewardship emphasized; responsibility is
distributed; interdependence
Needhiess is enabled Needs are met without promoting
dependency
Clergy expected to motivate, uplift, or
rescue people
Clergy expected to organize people toward
mission
Liflexible roles (survival depends on a
prescribed way of fimctioning)
Resiliency hi fimctioning
Cycle ofemotional fusion (lack of
"distance"; clergy not seen as separate
mdividuals; clergy are "owned")
Clergy are separate selves; clergy set goals
and take stands
"We" (very few speak for themselves);
allow inappropriate behavior to exist; no
one confronts or speaks up
"I" positions are respected; lots ofdialogue
"Consensus sensitive" (difference is seen
as attack, can't survive ifwe don't agree);
clergy is the hub of the harmony
Vision sensitive (differences are tolerated
because vision guides and sohdifies
people)
Disagreement is dangerous (cahn surface) Conflict is normal, essential, and managed
Closed system (lack of "oxygen," no
corrective feedback, novelty is not
entertained)
Open system (lots of information, new
ideas, feedback loops)
Healthy leaders concentrate on empowerhig other Christians for mhiistry. They
do not use laity as "helpers" hi attaming theh own goals and fiilfiUing theh own visions.
Rather, they hivert the pyramid ofauthority so that the leader assists Christians to attain
the sphitual potential God has for them. The Scriptures declare that all ofGod's people
are ministers. Fhst Corhithians states that the Holy Sphit has revealed the wisdom of
God�through Christ Jesus followers ofChrist have become righteous, holy, and
redeemed. In Ephesians 4:9-13 the Apostle Paul reirdnds readers that God has given the
Church gifts, pastors, prophets, teachers, evangehsts to equip the sahits for mhiistry. The
term saint {hagioi) is the plural ofholy (hagios). Therefore, all those who are "hi Christ"
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are saints. TTie pastor's purpose is to equip (katartismos) those who call themselves
followers ofChrist. The term katartismos was often used in the medical field. If an arm
were broken, it woidd be "equipped" or set so that h could eventually fimction correctly.
The word was also used in the pohtical arena where two pohtical factions were told to be
"equipped" if a nation was facing a crisis. In this context the word gave meaning to
"fimctioning correctly." Understandhig this, I define the word "equip" in Ephesians 4:12
as "helpmg the people ofGod fiinction the way God created them to fimction." The body
ofChrist will not experience the fuUness ofGod unless the clergy allows the laity to
become the ministers of the gospel of Jesus Christ. The pastors equip, support, motivate,
and mentor individuals, enablmg them to become all that God wants them to be. Rather
than handling the bulk of church responsibilities on theh own, they invest the majority of
theh time in discipleship, delegation, and multiplication (Schwarz, Natural 22). Schwarz
sees the key to this characteristic as being found in the investment inpeople rather than
projects, relationships rather than goals, and team building rather than pastoral
dictatorship (22).
(2) Gift-Oriented Ministry
In writhig to the church at Corinth, Paul stressed the use of sphitual gifts m the
context ofministry. He beghis by saying, "Now about sphitual gifts, brothers, I do not
want you to be ignorant" (1 Cor. 12:1). In this passage and others, Paul goes on to fist
and, m some cases, describe sphitual gifts (1 Cor. 12:8-10; 12:28; Rom. 12:6-8; EpL
4:1 1). The purpose behind sphitual gifts is that God may be glorified and the body of
Christ uplifted. Sphitual gifts are meant to be used in ministry: "Each one should use
whatever ghft he has received to serve others, faithfully administering God's grace hi its
various forms" (1 Pet. 4:10). Every believer has at least one sphitual gift (1 Cor. 12:7),
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and the Holy Sphh gives these accordmg to hispuipose.
The londerstandmg behind this characteristic of church health is that m order for
the church to fimction properly, believers must be utilizing theh gifts so that they may be
fruhflil and fiilfilled m a meaningfiil place of service hi order to make a maximum unpact
for the kingdom ofGod. Wagner wrhes, in his book Your Sphitual Gifts Can Help Your
Church Grow. "Ignorance of sphitual gifts may be the chief cause of retarded church
growth today" (24). Unfortunately, hi too many churches today, people are recrmted for
ministries in which they have no passion, no gift, thus causing them to feel firustrated and
burned out. If churches help theh laypeople discover the gifts God has selected
specifically for them and then has a system to place these people hi mhiistry according to
theh gifledness, the result is a church enthusiastic about hs mission and powerflil in hs
impact. Schwarz observes, "When Christians serve in theh area ofgifledness, they
generally function less hi theh own strength and more in the power ofthe Holy Sphit.
Thus ordinary people can accomplish the extraordinary!" (Natural 24).
Many growing churches have realized the significance ofgift-oriented ministry
and have instituted processes to place theh members in appropriate areas. Bruce Bugbee,
while pastoring at Willow Creek Community Church, developed "Network," a church
system designed to help behevers discover theh "Servant Profile," which consists of theh
sphitual passion, theh sphitual gifts, and theh personal style. Through an eight-hour
Discovery session and a one-on-one consultation, members are placed in ministries in
which they feel "fi-uitful and fulfilled in a meaningful place of service" (Bugbee, Cousins,
Hybels, Network: The Right People . . . in the Right Places . . . For the Right Reasons. 48).
Rick Warren, pastor of Saddleback Community Churchy developed a similar program
entitled S.H.A.P.E., which stands for sphitual gifts, heart, abilities, personahty, and
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experiences. As Bill Hybels, senior pastor ofWiUow Creek Community Church, aptly
states, "Sphitual gifts are not a program ofthe church, they are the way to do chxu-ch"
(Bugbee, Cousms, and Hybels, Network Video).
(3) Passionate Spirituality
With a rating of thirty-eight, passionate sphituality was the lowest factor revealed
by EUM's survey. Passionate sphituality refers to the question: "Are the Christians in
this church on fire? Do they five committed hves and practice theh faith with joy and
enthusiasm?" (Schwarz, Natural 26). Members of a heahhy congregation live a life of
fahh based upon genuine relationship with Jesus Christ. Passionate sphituahty refers to
the vibrancy and deepening of a behever'spersonal walk with Christ :
Church growth is not something we do to the church; rather it is the by
product of a proper relationship with Christ, the Head of the church. Thus
growth is not an end in and of itself; it is the result of supernatural
empowerhig. (Hemphill 18)
Before any church can experience supernatural health and growth, it must receive a clear
vision ofGod and his holiness. Followers of Christ must become broken and repentant
before they can become conduits of the Sphit's power. Unfortunately many people have
never had the Holy Sphit explamed to them. If churches are deshhig to become heahhy,
they must be willing to lay at the altar theh independent sphit and submit to the Holy
Sphit's leadhig.
Jeff Jernigan writes, "Ifprograms and formulas were able to generate growth then
we would depend on them and move toward self-sufi&ciency rather than active
dependence�faith�on the sovereignty ofGod" (Crabb and Jernigan 88). Dale Galloway
emphasizes that leadership receives its vision from God through the Holy Sphh. As a
church rallies around God's vision for the local church, "holy momentum" begins to
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occur. Galloway defines momentum as "the belief that transcends every day hito the
extra-ordinary" (Class lectures).
Pastors cannot force momentum, but they can help set an envhonment by
focushig on the marvelous things God has done for the church and will conthiue to do for
the church in the fiiture. Churches need to have opportunities hi which encounters with
God can take place. In addresshig the Beesonpastors. Bishop Sundo Khn outlined eleven
keys to growhig a church in the twenty- first century. The first key was prayer, and the
second key was studying and teaching the word ofGod. Bob Logan and Thomas Clegg
concur:
Effective ministry flows out of a passionate sphhuahty. Sphitual intimacy
leads to a strong conviction that God will act in powerfiil ways. A godly
vision can only be accomplished through an optimistic fahh that views
obstacles as opportunities and turns defeats hito victories. (4-15)
Properly understood, salvation is a one-time event as well as a process. In other
words, a Christian is bom again (conversion)�an instant transformation ofone's hfe�
but must also grow and develop after being bhthed�Whence the process. Passionate
sphituahty is not something Christians "have" per se as much as it is something they are
conthiuhig to do and become. Christians focus on living righteous lives rather than just
bemg able to define a righteous life. Logan and Clegg suggest that sphituahty be gauged
by askmg the following questions;
Contemplative�What experiences ofprayer and medhation have you had this
week? What difficuhies or frustrations did you encounter? Whatjoys and delights?
Holiness�What temptations did you face this week? How did you respond?
What is your determination for the fiiture?
Charismatic�What movements of the Holy Sphit did you experience this week?
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What fruit of the Spirit would you Uke to see increased in your life?
Social Justice�What opportunities to serve others have you had this week? How
did you respond? Were you able to work for justice and peace?
Evangehcal�^In what ways have you encountered Christ hi your study of the
Bible this week? How has it shaped you? In what ways did God open the way for you to
share your fahh? (4-5).
GordonMcDonald says that the flame ofpassionate sphituahty can be diminished
or extinguished. He has labeled seven elements of life and mhiistry that have the capacity
to undermine sphitual passion and dampen enthusiasm:
Words without action.
Busyness without purpose.
Calendars without a Sabbath,
Relationships without mutual nourishment,
Pastoral personahty whhout self-examination.
Natural gifledness without sphitual power, and
An enormous theology without an adequate sphituality
Every congregation wrestles whh the tension between "being" and "dohig." A healthy
church understands the need to nurture both aspects daily. As Macchia reminds readers,
beyond busy-ness and lack of communication with God, Christians face worldly
distractions�^the occupations and preoccupations that get them off course from the
dhection they should be heading as Christ-followers. The lure ofthe evil one, messed up
priorhies, the deshe to chmb the ladder of success cause Christians to hunger and thhst
for things that do not feed theh souls. They become more self-rehant than God-
dependent, and are far more reactive than proactive (Discussion Tool 66-68). Passionate
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spirituality takes a different approach. As the psalmist says, "As a deer panteth for the
water, so my soul longs after thee. You alone are my heart's deshe and I long to worship
thee" (Ps. 42:1). Sphitually passionate people are committed to hfestyles that joyfiiUy
expect Christ's continuing work hi theh lives through fahhfiiUy applying sphitual
disciplines.
(4) Functional Structures
Luke 5:37-38 states, "And no one pours new wine into old whieskhis. If he does,
the new wine will burst the skms, the wine will run out and the wineskins will be ruined
No, new wine must be poured into new wineskins." Similarly, new ministries requhe new
structures. Those churches serious about church health evaluate to what extent theh
church structures enhance the self-organization of the church.
Unfortunately, the term "functional structures" tends to bring an onslaught of
criticism. Schwarz points out that sphitualists view "structure" as unsphitual or
sphitually Ihnithig; traditionahsts, on the other hand, deshe structure but interpret
"functional" as pragmatic and non-theological (Natural 28).
Schwarz fiirther notes that one ofthe largest roadblocks to understanding the
significance of functional structures is the prevailing behef that "structure" and "life" are
opposites, yet the very acts of creation reveal that when life enters, structure is formed
(Natural 29). Howard Snyder pointedly remarks, "Structure is not the church just as
whieskin is not the wine" (Community 138-39). Churches that reflise to bend or shape
theh structures to theh emerging ministries tend to have ministries that do not thrive
because of the lack of a proper environment. George Bama surveyed several growing
churches and discovered that they did not have share a common type of structure; rather,
theh commonality was found in theh philosophy: "The ministry is not called to fit the
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church's structure; the structure exists to further effective mmistry" (137).
(5) Inspiring Worship Service
Worship is at the center of a Christian's relationship with God. Logan and Clegg
state that worship must be mflised with God's presence:
Insphing worship is a personal and corporate encoimter with the hving
God. Both personal and corporate worship must be infiised with the
presence ofGod resultmg hi thnes ofjoyous exultation and ties of
reverence. Inspiring worship is not driven by a particular style or ministry
focus group�^but rather the shared experience ofGod's awesome
presence. (6-1)
In his bookMaking Church Relevant. Dale Galloway states that "worship is a matter of
the heart. It is a response to God, based upon who God is and what God has done" (36).
Galloway encourages church leaders to ask intelligent and tough questions regardhig
worship: "What is the purpose ofworship?" "What generation are you trying to reach?"
"How much participation and involvement wdl you invite?"
Healthy churches continue to evaluate theh structured worship services. Schwarz
encourages readers to ask the question, "Is the worship service an, 'insphing experience'
for the participants?" (Natural 30-31). Schwarz defines "hisphing" through the hteral
meaning of inspiratio, which means "an insphedness, which comes from the Sphit of
God" (31). People who attend "insphed" services usually say, "Going to church is fun."
When worship is hisphing it draws people to the services "all by hseif' (31). The style of
service (contemporary versus traditional) does not matter; what matters is that the
worshipper is mteracting with God.
(6) Holistic Small Groups
Society today is searching for a sense ofbelonghig, to be part of a community.
Gareth Icenogle proposes that humanity was created for community:
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The small group is a generic form ofhuman community that is trans-
cultural, trans-generational and even transcendant. The call to human
gathermg in groups is a God-created (ontological) and God-dhected
(theological) mmistry, bhthed out of the very nature and purpose ofGod's
being. God as Being exists in community. The natural and simple
demonstration ofGod's communal image for humanity is the gathering of
the small group. (13)
"Hohstic small groups are disciple-making communities, which endeavor to reach the
unchurched, meet individual needs, develop each person according to theh God-given
gifts and raise leaders to sustain the growth of the church" (Logan and Clegg 7-1). The
belief that God is three m. one is a mystery; however, it seems to give rise to the idea that
God hves and functions in community. Since people are created in the hnage ofGod,
then they too are created in and for community.
Small groups were mtegral to the make-up ofthe Methodist movement led by
John and Charles Wesley. The General rules of 1743 described "United Societies" of
Methodists as those who "havhig the Form, and seekhig the Power ofGodliness, united
in order to pray together, to receive the Word ofExhortation, and to watch over one
another hi Love that they may help each other to work out theh Salvation" (Book of
Discipline 71). Societies, however, could be large congregations. One in Bristol reached
nearly 1,100 members. For Wesley small groups were a necessity. He states, "That it may
the more easily be discerned whether they are hideed working out theh salvation," each
society divided mto smaller communities, called classes (71).
Howard Snyder, in his book The Radical Wesley, views Wesley as a student of
the "prhnhive church" and purposes that Wesley was attempting, through the class
meethigs, to recapture the penetrating truths of faith, love, and hope, which made the
early Church so alluring and contagious. Truths that Wesley observed were lackmg in the
eighteenth century Church ofEngland (82). Wesley saw these classes as opportunities for
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"spiritual fellowship hi the form ofprayer, hymn-singhig, the mterchange of confessions
and Cliristian experience, and pastoral counsel and leadership" (Wesley 12). Wesley
drew from certain behaviors from the primitive church and admonished his class leaders
to "advise, reprove, comfort, or exhort" the souls of his class members. The only
condition requhed for admission hito these meethigs was "a deshe to flee from the wrath
to come, and to be saved theh sms" (70). Wesley feh so strongly about the need for
classes that eventually ticket vouchers were dispersed during the class meetings and were
needed to enter into the larger gatherings of the society. Wesley understood that
individuals need a balance between corporate celebration and the need for deeper levels
ofbelonging and becoming.
In his book The Small Group Book. Dale Galloway says that no church with more
than jSfty members can be effective in pastoral care without enhsting and enabling
laypeople to do the daily work of care giving (9). George Gallop found that 70 percent of
Americans say the church is not meeting theh needs. When he asked what these needs
were, six were mentioned most often:
a. To beheve that hfe is meardngful and has purpose,
b. To have a sense ofcommunity and deeper relationships,
c. To be appreciated and respected,
d. To be hstened to and heard,
e. To grow in faith, and
f. To receive practical help in developing a mature fahh (qtd. in Galloway,
Small Group Book 17).
Inherent within humanity is a need to belong. People all want to be connected to
other people. Barna beheves the church needs to go beyond friendliness and focus on the
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deeper aspects of community:
To underscore the hnportance of relationships, highly effective
congregations place the vast bulk of theh numerical-growth efforts iato
relational marketmg. Instead of seeking to attract vishors to the chtu:ch
through impersonal means such as dhect mail advertising, radio
commercials, TV ads or highway billboards, these churches seek
nimaerical growth by havhig the regular attendees personally hivhe friends
to show up with them. . . . The most hnportant element of this approach,
though, is the impact ofpersonal touch [original emphasis].... If the
unchurched wanted a great event, there are thousands oforgamzations that
can put on a better show than the typical church. If the unchurched simply
want to be in the presence ofother people, there are ample opportunities to
have such experiences, usually in much less threatening envhonments. But
the Church is unique hi that it is intended to be a community ... a group of
individuals with a common purpose and a set of exphcit relational
parameters where true relationships are meant to flourish. (79)
Bill Donahue ofWillow Creek Community Church espouses five characteristics,
or dynamics, that make up a healthy small group ("Developmg Small Groups").
#1 Small groups are built on authentic relationships. Authentic relationships
are based upon our abdity to communicate. Ifbelievers are going to be authentic with
each other, they must be willing to take risks and become vulnerable with each other.
Christians must also be willhig to teU the truth m love. Authentic relationships are built
upon commitments: a commitment to honor and follow Christ, commitment to the group
members, to be there for each other, and a commitment to the purpose statement to honor
and uphold the values of the group (3).
#2 Small groups are a place where truth meets hfe. Every individual is an
"extra grace requhed" (EGR) person at some pomt in his/her hfe. People need a safe
place to be authentic with God and not hear bumper sticker cUches. The small group is
not just for information but transformation. It is a place to be sensitive and responsive to
the Holy Sphh (4).
#3 Small groups are a place were healthy conflict occurs. If two members of
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the same group are both bemg authentic, at some point in thne theh authentichy is going
to clash. Every relationship will eventually have conflict. The question is how are you
going to respond to the conflict? (5).
#4 Small groups are a place where pastoral care takes place (5). The
Scriptures indicate that aU members ofChrist's body are mhdsters (1 Pet. 2:9). Small
groups allow a pastor to multiply himselfherself through the loving care of the small
group community.
#5 Small groups are a place were leadership development takes place. Small
groups provide ample opportunities for church members to believe and belong, but they
are also fertile trahung groimd to help members become active m ministry (6).
As can be seen, small groups are nothing more than vehicles to encourage the
transportation of the kerygma ofGod. Michael Mack reminds readers that the function of
small groups is more important than the form. The function ofmaking disciples who
enter into a hfe-transforming relationship with Christ so they are then able to love others
takes precedence over the form of Sunday school or small groups. Otherwise, the form
will become sacred and small groups/Svmday schools will become ineffective (10).
Schwarz agrees. He adheres that these groups must be hohstic, which go beyond
just discussmg Bible passages to applying theh messages to daily Hfe. In these groups,
members are able to brmg up those issues and questions that are haimediate personal
concerns. "The planned muhiplication of small groups is made possible through the
continual development of leaders as a by-product of the normal group life" (Natural 32).
These small groups are not shnply programs; the essence of true church life is worked out
in small groups.
St. John states, "We proclahn to you what we have seen and heard, so that you
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also may have fellowship with us. And our fellowship is with the Father and with his
Son, Jesus Christ (1 John 1:3). Dale Galloway's research brought hhn to the conclusion
that "no matter how good the preachmg is, or the teaching, or the music m a particular
church, unless people are brought into some kind of small fellowship group theywill
leave a local church withhi two or three years and then move on to the next place" (20/20
Vision 16).
Life changing resuhs are maximized when lives and the life shared hi Christ is the
connectmg focus. Small groups provide opportunities for individuals to make these
connections. SmaU groups aUow for more than passing comments. They provide an
opportunity to come to know one another on an intimate level. Life stories are able to
intersect, and trust is secured. Through small groups the great commandment of loving
one's neighbor is allowed more portals for action then any one pastor could ever
manufacture. Members of the congregation are able to better care for each other's burden
for they are not bearing it alone. They are anchored hi theh sense ofbelonging.
(7) Need-Oriented Evangelism
G.T. NUes defines evangehsm as "one beggar teUing another beggar where to get
bread" (qtd. in Hunter Lecture). Schwarz relates that "the key to church growth is for the
local congregation to focus its evangeUstic efibrts on the questions and needs ofnon-
Christians" (Natural 35). Healthy churches target the needs ofpeople and apply theh
resources to meet these needs.
According to Stan Toler and Alan Nelson, "More than 80 percent of churches hi
the United States have plateaued or are declining. All it takes is a visit to these churches
to understand why. They do not cater to the perceived needs of the community" (20).
When the church starts to design hs programnung and evangelistic efforts around the
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needs ofpeople, growth occurs. The Church is a service-oriented histitution; hs model for
servant mhiistry is Jesus Christ himself
Vineyard Christian Fellowship m Cinchinati, Ohio, is a church that emphasizes
servant evangelism They define servant evangehsm as "demonstratmg the khidness of
God by offering to do some act ofhumble service with no strings attached" (Sjogren 17-
18). These "humble acts ofkindness" range from wrapphig gifts for free at the mall to
depositing money hi exphed parking meters. Vineyard has a slogan: "Small thdngs done
with great love will change the world." Whh this philosophy m mind, Vmeyard has
parented several other churches, and together they are reaching out the hand of Christ to a
hurting and needy world.
(8) Loving Relationships
A popular hymn's refram is "They will know we are Christians by our love, by
our love. Yes, they'll know we are Christians by our love (Hymnal 284)." The early
Church expressed this belief repeatedly. Needs were met as Christians lovhigly gave of
what they had to those who had not. Love is the natural outgrowth of a relationship with
God the Father, revealed through Jesus Christ and empowered by the Holy Sphh.
Healthy churches are characterized by a high degree of love expressed for each
other. Church members with this type of love look for ways to be together. Schwarz
measured churches' "love quotients" by asking members questions like: "How much
laughter is there in the church?" "How generous is the church in doUing out
compliments?" and "How often do they hivite one another over for meals or a cup of
coffee?" (Natural 36).
In his book Agape & Eros. Anders Nygren believes that God's love has four basic
characteristics and only when people receive God's love are they able to reaUstically love
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their neighl)or as themselves. Nygren views God's love as vmmotivated, indifferent,
creative, and hutiating (75-81). God loves his children even though he can exist without
them, yet they cannot exist without him. Therefore, a Christian's love for others should
also be unmotivated. God's love is indifferent, whether a person is male or female, black
or white, rich or poor. His love and grace remahis the same just as his followers' love for
others should also be indifferent. God's love is creative. Even when his children were yet
smners he chose to find value withhi them. Likewise, Christians should find value within
others through God's creative love. God's love hiitiates. Christians are able to love him
because he chose to first love them, hi turn they should initiate God's love to others.
Nygren contends that people are imable to love theh neighbors as themselves until they
first experience the transformational love ofGod. God's love and theh abiUty to love
others are connected and the latter cannot happen without the former. Christ's followers
are many parts commissioned to work together as one body.
The world is thhsty for the khid of love Christians have to offer. "People do not
want to hear us talk about love; they want to experience how Christian love really works"
(Schwarz, Natural 36). Jesus summarizes love hi the Greatest Commandment: "Love the
Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind. This is
the first and greatest commandment. And the second is like it: Love your neighbor as
yourself (Matt. 22:37-39).
The Adult Sunday School Class as a Holistic Small Group
I beheve the adult Sunday school class provides an excellent venue for Hfe-
changhig small group experiences to occur. In the definhion of small groups as given by
Logan and Clegg, the three components of beheving, belonghig, and becoming are
clearly seen. Properly functioning aduh Sunday school classes incorporate these three
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components into tlie fabric of their class and brmg Logan and Clegg's definition to life.
Believing
As seen in the above discussion On hohstic small groups, Donahue wrhes that "a
smaU group is a place where truth meets hfe." In a well-operating adult class, the taught
word is accompanied by the opportunity to reflect, ask questions, and illustrate ways hi
which the teaching is applicable today. Not only is this a chance for members to ask
questions, but they are also able to see how others are struggling with shnilar issues and
have chosen to respond to them. For example, the lesson may be on forgiveness and the
Christian's need to both experience forgiveness and give h themselves. The teacher may
provide an excellent study ofMatthew 18:21-35 after which one member shares that she
experienced God's empowerhig presence when she extended forgiveness to her abusive
sister. Another person may share that he is struggling with forgiveness issues towards his
superior at work and just does not feel like forgiving hhn. This discussion makes the
lesson on forgiveness more real and tangible. The group is not only talking about a story
found hi Scripture but also a truth that can transform theh hves. According to GaUup,
people need to know that life has meaning and purpose, they need to be hstened to and
heard, and they need help in knowing how faith relates to life. Adult Simday schools
supply this need.
Belonging
Koinonia, or belonghig, is an integral part to the aduh Sunday school class.
Paschal wrhes, "In fact, the 'belonging' fimction of a Sunday School class is even more
powerfid and important than its teaching function" (16-17). Christian life is meant to be
lived m community. From the Garden ofEden to the early Church to the Holy Club of the
Wesleys and modem day smaU group movement. Christians have always sought
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fellowship with one another. In these groups a number of fahh-buildhig activities occur.
We need help to translate our fahh mto action. As Paschal observed, "While somethnes
we fail through lack ofknowledge, more often we fail because we lack the energy m
ourselves to change" (17). In his book Life Together, Dietrich Bonhoeffer wrhes, "The
Christian needs another Christian who speaks God's Word to him. He needs him again
and agam when he becomes uncertain and discouraged, for by himself he cannot help
himselfwithout belymg the truth" (23). Change is easier when one has the support of
encouraging friends. Aduh Sunday school classes provide this chcle of encouraging
friends. One member of the One in the Sphit class at Fhst United Methodist Church,
Tulsa, said, "IfI were to even thdnk of divorcing my wife, my enthe Sunday school class
would be on my case." To say that participation in a Sunday school class whl elhninate
all lapses in walks of sanctification is too simplistic; however, they do provide members
with the encouragement and support needed to emerge from such lapses as a stronger and
more committed Christian.
Koinonia is also expressed through Sunday school classes as personal needs are
addressed. While on the pastoral staffofFUMC, Tulsa, I had the tragic responsibility of
officiating at the fimeral of an infant who died after being left in the car. His father, who
usually did not take hhn to daycare, buckled him in his car seat that morning and started
off While on the way, his mind began to think through the number of things he had to
accomplish at work. Without realizmg, he drove to work, got out of the car, locked h up,
and went into his office. In the early afternoon, a sinking feeling came over hhn and he
rushed out to his car. That day, temperatures had reached the upper 90s, and his infant
son had been trapped in the car. The burden ofwhat he had done nearly crushed him. He
and his wife were devastated by the loss of theh son. Guilt could have ripped them apart.
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Their Sunday school class, Becoming One, rallied around them and supported them.
Accusing fingers were not pointed at the father; instead, lovhig arms were outstretched.
Through the love found hi theh Sunday school class, this father and mother were able to
forgive one another and release theh son to God. Today, theh marriage is stronger, and
theh family is mtact. Pastors cannot be everywhere aU the time. The Sunday school class
knows when one of hs own is hurtmg or in need ofphysical or material assistance often
before the pastor does. 'Tastoral care is not something just the staff [does] but what the
whole church [does] for those hi need" (Paschal 19).
Becoming
James, in his epistle, wrote, "Fahh, by hself, ifnot accompanied by action, is
dead" (2:17). A heahhy Christian hfe resuhs from a Hfe of service in which one is
stretched to become more than one aheady is. Thrivhig adult classes will have outreach
opportunities that provide for the hitentional development of theh class members' faith.
Service is not an option for the Christian. Jesus commanded his disciples to serve as he
had served them. The very nature ofthe adult Sunday school class makes it sensitive to
the needs of hs members m ways that the official church leadership is not. People are
most motivated when they see need. Paschal, in writhig on the "becomhig" aspect of
adult Sunday schools, observes that "typically, classes focus onministrywhich is
personal and m which they have a real stake" (21).
As mentioned earher I believe that aU members of the body ofChrist are
ministers. While serving at FUMC, Tulsa, my senior pastor Dr. James Buskirk, was
leadhig a group from the congregation to the Holy Land. While Buskhk was out of town,
the finance board chahperson's seven-month old daughter died. I got the caU to go to the
hosphal around 10:00 p.nx When I arrived three other clergy from the church met me. I
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asked them why they were not with the family, and they responded they were not able to
get to them because of the large gatherhig of church members who were enchcUng the
family. As I proceeded down the hall, I found the family surrounded by theh Sunday
school class members. One of the class leaders approached me and said, "I'll tell the
family you're here pastor, but I think we have everything imder control." The class not
only helped the family "belong," but they themselves "became" the hands and feet of
Christ. Whether through mission trips, local outreach, hosting funeral lunches, organizing
evangehstic outreaches, or adopting a mhiistry need withhi the church body, the
accountability ofbeing involved m koinonia enhances the ability to "become" the people
ofGod.
Adult Sunday school classes are uniquely positioned to operate as effective
hohstic small groups. Through them, truth is taught, discussed, and apphed. Care is given
and received. Concrete expressions of a maturing faith occur with regularity thus echohig
the words ofLuke when he described the early Church: "They devoted themselves to the
apostles' teachhig and to the feUowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer.... Selling
theh possessions and goods they gave to anyone as he had need" (Acts 2:42-47).
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CHAPTERS
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Just as healthy bodies grow, healthy chxu-ches are hichned to grow. Until recently,
however, the objective assessment of the state of a church's heahh has been difficult.
Christian Schwarz and Christoph Schalk developed amethod to achieve this objective.
Theh Natural Church Development Survey (NCD) measures a congregation's health
based on eight quahty characteristics. Along with this survey, Schwarz and Schalk have
provided hnplementation guides that assists churches in hnprovhig theh weakest areas,
thereby mcreasing the state of theh church's heahh.
In order to plan effectively for the growth ofEvangehcal United Methodist
Church, I first had to assess hs health. In spring 2001, 1 administered the NCD survey and
through it discovered the two weakest areas ofEUM to be passionate sphituahty and
holistic small groups. As stated hi Chapter 1, 1 have addressed passionate sphituahty in a
variety ofways hicludhig teachings, prayer initiatives, and Alpha courses. The other
weak link, hohstic small groups, is the focus of this study.
I beheve that growing churches are those that have a Wealthy balance ofbelievhig,
belonging, and becoming. Through beheving, members are grounded in theh &ith and
understand how this feith relates the theh hves. Through belonghig, members experience
friendships th^t bonds them sphitually to one another and to God. Through becoming,
members discover how to be the hands and feet of Christ himself Theses components
can be offered m many different ways hi the church. One effective method is through
hohstic small groups. Adult Sunday school classes, seen as holistic small groups, provide
the perfect setthig for Christian growth through behevmg, belonghig, and becoming.
The purpose ofthis study was to determine whether an intentional strategic effort
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to reconstract EUM's adult Sunday school program and curriculum increased the hohstic
small group factor of the Natural Church Development survey. Relatedly, by hicreashig
the heahh of the aduh Sunday school small groups, the hope was that the passionate
sphituality factor would also hicrease. Through strengthening the minimum factors, the
church would become healthier, and growth would occur. The minimum factor was
strengthened through an intentional, strategic effort designed to transform these classes
from poorly structured, mward-focused groups to vhal, biblically Iherate, outward-
focused hohstic small groups. In January 2002, aduh Sunday school class members were
both interviewed and surveyed to determine the initial success of the program.
Research Questions
Four research questions have controlled this study.
Research Question #1
What effect wUl an hitentional, strategic adult Sunday school program and
curriculum have on the Simday school members' understanding of the Christian faith?
A pencil-and-paper survey tool was designed based on the curriculum being used
in each class. The curriculum was divided into two-month sessions; therefore, the survey
was administered at the beginning and end of each session to measure the increase in
knowledge of the class members.
Research Question #2
What effect, ifany, has this new strategy had on both church members'
mvolvement in Sunday school and class members' faithfulness to Sundaymorning
worship?
Class lists were developed the week prior to the begmning ofthe study. Class Usts
were agam developed at the end of the study. The hope was that church member
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mvolvement in Smiday school would be mcreased. In addhion, a survey administered
twice, once at the beghming and once at the end of the study period, determined the
extent to which Sunday school class members were more fahhful to church attendance
thus resulting hi an increase in average worship attendance.
Research Question #3
Has this new strategy resuhed hi Simday school class members behig more
hivolved m outreach activities?
At the beghinhig and end of the study period, the same survey asked participants
to hst theh current outreach activities. HopefiiUy, an emphasis on the "becoming" aspect
ofChristian faith resulted m more "hands-on" outreach.
Research Question #4
Has this hitentional effort increased the minimum factor of hohstic small groups
as analyzed through Christian Schwarz's Natural Church Development Survey?
I readministered Schwarz's NCD Survey to determine the increase m the hohstic
smaU group factor.
Population and Sample
The population for the study was the members ofEUM's five aduh Sunday
school classes. The sample included participation by twenty-seven members of these
classes who participated in the pretest and posttest. Each class contributed the following
number ofJiarticipants: Faithbuilders�8; Explorers�6; Seekers�2; 3-D�3; and
Crossbearers�8. Seventeen members were randomly selected from this sample group of
twenty-seven and mvhed to participate hi the interview process of the research. The NCD
survey was given to those who serve m leadership capachies at EUM. Twelve people
who participated in aU three components of the research.
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Instrumentation
Thie instrmnents used in tlus study addressed three sections: (1) knowledge of
kerygma (2) experience of koinonia and, (3) mvolvement m diakonia. Not all change can
be measvired quantifiably; therefore, m order to achieve a more comprehensive findmg, a
study of this khid demands personal perspectives on thoughts and feelhigs regardhig faith
development. Semi-structured hiterviews along with the NCD survey were utilized.
Kerygma Pre- and Posttests
Part of fahh development is an understandmg of the Christian kerygma. To this
end, the curriculum was designed so that Sunday school class members would be exposed
to each book of the New Testament and the five major areas of the Old Testament hi a
five-year thne span. Moreover, significant theological themes or issues would be
discussed, and several courses on the practical application of the Christian faith would be
studied. Each study was eight weeks long. At the beghuimg ofthe session, a pretest based
on the content to be studied was administered. This same test was then given at the end of
the eight weeks. This procedure repeated hself over the next eight week period. Thus, the
treatment took the form of a "smgle-group hiterrupted thne-series" diagrammed as
follows.
Oi ^ X ^ O2 ^ Oi ^ X ^ 02
The Os represent the pretest and posttests regardhig unit content. The subscript one
denotes a test. The X represents the two-months of curriculum study.
Semi-Structured Individual Interviews
The semi-structured interviews were designed to evaluate the extent to which
each class member feels his or her fahh developed. This qualitative interview would
corroborate the more quantifiable, statistical findmgs of the NCD Survey. While
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consideration was given to using a focus group setting for ttie interviews, tlie concern of
"group think" interfering with individual opmions and possible mhibitions regardhig
ejq)ression of faith-senshive topics detemuned the use ofmterviewing each participant
hidividually. Therefore, the mterview tool is a "shigle-subject hiterrupted thne-series"
treatment diagrammed below.
X ^ Oi
The X represents the strategic effort to incorporate beheving, belongmg, and becoming
hito the small group structure of aduh Sunday school classes at EUM. The Oi represents
the interview given at the end of the study period. The hiterview tool was comprised of
open-ended and probhig questions to eUch thoughtful and insightful responses.
Some mdications of "belonghig" and "becoming," however, are quantifiable,
specifically those relathig to class and worship attendance as well as outreach
involvement; therefore, statistics were gathered at the beghmmg of the study period
regarding three areas: (1) the percentage of church worship attendees involved in adult
Sunday schools, (2) the percentage of aduh Sunday school member attendance m
worship, and (3) outreach opportunities in which the sample population was hivolved. At
the end of the period, the statistics were agam gathered and then compared.
Natural Church Development Survey
An increase hi the hohstic small groups factor was the goal ofthis study. At the
end of the study period, the NCD survey was readmhustered to the sample participants.
This survey was completed and sent to ChurchSmart (the company licensed to administer
and score the NCD survey) for analysis and report.
The NCD Survey is a self-administered questionnahe consisting of ninety-one
hems measurmg the eight quality characteristics of church health. Ofparticular interest to
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this study were the questions pertaining to hohstic small groups. This survey was first
developed by the Institute for Church Development hi Germany and was later translated
and revised by ChurchSmart Resources for use mNorth America. Over one thousand
churches in thhty-two countries took part in the most comprehensive study ever
conducted regardhig the causes of church growth. Christoph Schalk, using "rigorous
standards for objectivhy, reliabhhy, and validhy" (Schwarz, Natural 91), designed the
survey.
Data Collection
The interviews were administered individually between 1 January and 15 January
2002. They were conducted informally through one-on-one conversation m my office,
haUway discussions, and phone conversations. Mental notes were made and written down
after each interview. Kerygma pre- and posttests were administered at the beginning and
end of two two-month curriculum sessions, September 2001 to October 2001 and
November 2001 to December 2001, respectively. Attendance analysis was completed by
15 September 2002. The NCD survey was handed to hidividuals on 20 October 2002.
Surveys were returned to me in the following weeks and mailed to ChurchSmart on 14
November 2002.
Variables
The independent variable was the strategic adult Sunday school plan.
Improvement hi holistic small groups, as defined by the NCD survey, was the dependent
variable. Improvement, or lack thereof, was hidicated by the variation in score (between
one and one hundred) from the resuhs ofthe first survey to the second. An hicrease hi the
overaU health ofhohstic small groups was the goal of the study.
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Data Analysis
I analyzed the resuhs ofboth the kerygma tests and the interviews and mcluded hi
summary form m the study. The completed NCD surveys were maded to ChurchSmart
for analysis. ChurchSmart returned the results within two weeks. An exammation of both
fmdmgs is included m the study.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
Understanding that all healthy churches grow but not all growing churches are
healthy, Schwarz's Natural Church Development survey was administered to selected
laypeople withhi the congregation after my arrival at Evangelical United Methodist
Church. The resuhs ofthis survey concluded that hohstic small groups and passionate
sphitualhy were the minimum factors that needed attention and strengthening. This study
focused on believing (kerygma), belonging (koinonia), and becomhig (diakonia) as
characteristics ofhealthy smaU groups and, therefore, healthy churches. The purpose of
this study was to determhie whether an hitentional strategic effort to reconstruct EUM's
existing small group structure, the adult Simday school program and curriculum, would
hicrease the hohstic small group factor of the Natural Church Development survey.
Relatedly, by mcreasmg the heahh ofthe adult Sunday school small groups, the hope was
that the passionate sphituality factor would also increase.
Research Question #1
What effect will an intentional, strategic adult Sunday schoolprogram and
curriculum have on the Sunday school members' understanding of the Christian faith?
Beghining in September 2001, a new curriculurti was introduced to the five
existing aduh Sunday school classes. This curriculum was divided hito eight-week
segments, which were designed so that in a five-year thne span the enthe New Testament
is studied, the five major areas of the Old Testament are mtroduced, significant
theological themes are discussed, and several courses on the practical application of the
Christian faith are studied.
Two mstruments were used to measure the efficacy of the selected curriculum. At
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the beghmmg and end ofeach eight-week session, a pretest and posttest was
administered. The test was exactly the same at both thnes. The pretest was given at the
beghmmg of the class, before any teaching occurred. The posttest was given at the end of
the class after all teaching had taken place. Respondents enjoyed seehig how much they
had learned and were enthusiastic about participation. Resuhs ofthe test mdicate that
biblical literacy over the topics studied hicreased significantly with a combined average
of45.53 percent (see Figure 4.1).
The second instrument used to measure the knowledge of kerygma was casual one-on-
one interviews with Sunday school class members. These interviews included three
questions:
1 . Do you believe you know more about the Bible now than you did at the
beginnmg ofSeptember?
All respondents hidicated that theh knowledge ofScripture had hicreased. While
many still believe themselves novices hi biblical understandhig, all thought they were a
little farther along the road than they were hi the beghmmg ofSeptember.
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2. Do you believe your relationship with God has strengthened through
participation hi Sunday school?
Interesting, only 81.48 percent of those mterviewed behoved that theh
relationship with God had been strengthened through Sunday school. As I pushed the
conversations fiirther, I realized that the participants did not equate biblical knowledge
with sphitual development. While every participant agreed theh biblical understandhig
hicreased, the chaUenge for many was stUl to be foimd in transferrmg that knowledge into
a Uvhig relationship through faith.
Furthermore, the "belonghig" aspect of the Sunday school class had a positive
effect on the "behevhig" aspect of the members' sphitual development. Participants'
receptivity to bibUcal knowledge increased as they dialogued with other members of the
class regardhig theh perceptions and experience regardhig the bibhcal knowledge. A
sense ofcommunity developed as members whnessed and shared m each other's sphitual
struggles.
3. Do you think you are better equipped to articulate your faith?
The response indicated that 74.07 percent of the participants believed that they are
better equipped now than they were before the introduction of the hitentional Sunday
school snlaU group strategy. Once agahi a dichotomy arose within the participants. On
the one hand, the participants believed that theh hicreased understanding of the Bible
made them feel more grounded and confident in sphitual discussions. On the other hand,
they also thought that the knowledge is Umhed whhout Ufe change, and life change is the
normative catalyst for authentic sphitual discussions.
I found my discussions productive in not only providing the answers to the
deshed questions but also hi receiving the added benefit ofdeeper pastoral relationships
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with the respondents.
Research Question #2
What effect has this new strategy had on both church members
' involvement in
Sunday school and class members 'faithfulness to Sunday morning worship?
This question consists of two parts: Sunday school involvement and worship
service attendance. In regards to the first part, class lists were developed prior to the
beghmmg ofSeptember 2001 and, agam, at the end August 2002. Comparison ofthe two
lists revealed an overall Sunday school attendance hicrease of ten people (see Figure 4.2).
Class members' fahhfuhiess to Sunday morning worship was measured through
the use of a survey that asked each respondent to mdicate how often they attend Sunday
morning worship ushig the scale ofRarely Attend (0-1 thne a month). Regularly Attend
(2-3 times a month), and Frequently Attend (3-4 times a month). In September 2001, 100
percent of respondents indicated they frequently attend church. This question was again
posed at the end ofAugust 2002. Once again, 100 percent of respondents revealed they
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frequently attend church.
I would note two observations. Ifpresented with only one hour to comnnit to
church on a Sunday morning, the 3D Class, which has been together for over fifty years,
chose to attend Sunday school rather than church. The second observation is that one
residual effect of those new participants in Sunday school was an increase in theh
financial givhig to the church.
Research Question #3
Has this new strategy resulted in Sunday school class members being more
involved in outreach activities?
The survey mentioned hi research question #2 also iacluded a question asking
participants to hst theh current class outreach activities. Prior to this hitentional approach
to incorporate behevhig, belonghig, and beconung hito the fabric of each aduh Sunday
school class, class members had not even considered acting together as a class in a
community outreach activity. Members were hivolved hidividually m outreach activhies
but did not translate them into a corporate setting. Since asking classes to be more
deliberate and planned in outreach activities, only two of the five classes responded. The
Explorers class organized, filled, and delivered twenty-six college care packages. The
Seekers class, the smallest of all of the classes, coUected and filled six Samarhan's Purse
shoeboxes, which would eventuaUy be delivered to those m need around the world.
While these are admhable projects, they are not the type of community service
project hitended nor explained. The classes were asked to be involved as a class in a
"hands-on" ministry project. Numerous ideas were given. Class members, however,
prefer to be individuaUy involved m community missions projects (e.g., adult hteracy,
food/clothhig bank. Teen Mom support groups) rather than coordhiating a class project.
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Once again, however, a poshive residual effect can be seen as the majorhy of individuals
attendhig Sunday school also participate m service activhies, "becoming" throughout the
church (i.e., choh, ushering, media, praise team, teaching).
Research Question #4
Has this intentional effort increased the holistic small groupsfactor as analyzed
through Christian Schwarz's Natural Church Development Survey?
The fhst survey analyzed by NCD revealed that EUM's overall average was a
score of49 with the hohstic small groups factor behig the second lowest at 44 (see Figure
4.3). Interestingly, the second survey hidicated that aU eight factors increased, including
hohstic small groups, providing an overaU score of 68. While hohstic small groups
increased by eleven points, h also became the irunimum factor replacing passionate
spirituality.
Therefore, the response to research question #4 is both positive and still in
questioa It is poshive in that the hohstic smaU groups factor did mcrease and, hi the
process, helped the previous minimum factor of Passionate Sphituality increase by 26
points. Moreover, those involved in the Sunday school program became more hivolved
in the overall activities of the church. Chapter 5 discusses the benefits of instUling
believhig, belonging, and becoming into the Sunday school class and the positive residual
effects h has had on EUM's overall understandhig of small groups. At the same thne, the
fact that hoUstic small groups became the minhnum factor while receivmg adequate
attention through the traditional venue of Sunday school opens the door for EUM to
expand its understanding of small group ministry.
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of Two Profiles
Summary of Important Findings
Some of tiie important findings ofthis study include the following:
1 . The resuhs ofthe pretest, posttest, and personal conversations hidicated that
this study's efforts made an hnportant difference in the participants' biblical knowledge.
The study also provided an opportunity for passionate sphitual growth in the participants'
lives as many ofthem became cognizant ofthe difference between intellectual knowledge
and life-changmg faith. Whether these individuals will pursue the deepening oftheh
faith-based relationships with God remains to be seen. Class members overwhelmmg
agreed that the "belonging" aspect ofbehig m a small group helped form a sense of
community that provided a safe envhonment m which sphitual discussions could be
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engaged. Members also revealed that one's abiUty to share fahh with others is most
authentic when it is based on sphitual passion versus intellectual biblical knowledge.
2. The study also revealed an mcrease in fahhfuhiess to worship. Once agahi the
sense of "belonging" proved to be a strong enticement against the lures ofSunday
morning distractions with Sunday worship being the benefactor. The exception to this
was found hi the longest-runrdng Sunday school class�fifty years, which admitted that if
only one hour were avahable to give to church per Sunday, that hour normally went to
Sunday school.
3. Although corporate "becoming" or missional outreach opportunities did not
flourish as hoped, overall hidividual hivolvement hicreased through the participants'
giving of theh finances and services. Each class showed increased individual
volunteerism as well as fhiancial commitment to the church budget.
4. Finally, EUM's Natural Church Development scores indicate an overall sense
ofhealth occurring at the church. This gives credence to my understandhig of the local
church fimctionhig as an organic body. If the Holy Sphh connects the congregation into a
Hving organism, a systemic mteraction between the eight quahty characteristics must
occur. IfhoHstic small groups are hnplemented hito our leadership teams and these teams
are encouraged to not only function structuraUy but also as a sphitual community then
one would expect to see an effect on each of the characteristics hivolved. While hoHstic
smaU groups is now the minimum factor m place ofpassionate sphituality, the hoHstic
small groups characteristic did improve by 1 1 points. This objective study, as well as the
illumhiation of the importance of aU three components ofbelievhig, belonghig, and
beconung, have provided an open envhonment for the expansion ofhoHstic smaU groups
at EUM.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to determine whether an hitentional strategic effort
to reconstruct Evangelical United Methodist's aduh Sunday school program and
curriculum based upon the premise ofbeheving, belonging, and becomhig would
increase the hoHstic small group fector of the Natural Church Development survey.
Relatedly, by increasing the heahh ofthe aduh Sunday school small groups, my hope was
that the passionate sphituality factor would also hicrease. Through strengthening the
minimum factors, hopefully the church would become healthier, and church growth
would occur.
To understand the hnplications of the total data ofChapter 4, the historical
background leadhig up to the study period must be combined with the NCD treatment to
teU the current story ofEUM. The appreciation and influence of the church health
premise, as weU as the depth ofthe theological truths�beheve, belong and become�are
accentuated upon reflection over the past few years of transition at EUM.
In 1993 Evangehcal United Methodist Church was a church in the midst of
change. After eleven years ofbehig EUM's pastor. Rev. Doug Fraley had witnessed the
decHne in attendance ofRacme's downtown churches. In hopes of revershig this trend,
Fraley contracted church growth consuhant. Bill Easum, and began the implementation
ofEasum' s recommendations. I admire Fraley's foresight and wHlhigness to risk change
at the end of his pastoral career. I am not convinced, however, that Rev. Fraley's change
process was wisely hnplemented. The congregation's perception was that Fraley failed to
communicate adequately the changes and align himselfwith the leadership of the church.
What ensued was mtra-church conflict, which resuhed in a pastoral change, and the
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Siinday morning average attendance dwindled to less than 180.
Rev. Harold Zimmick succeeded Fraley and mfused his personality mto
Evangelical United Methodist Church's Ufe. At age thhi:y-five Zhnmick brought youthful
energy and biblical passion into the church. Zhnmick functioned as a "healer," mended
broken relationships and pacified hurt feelings. Rev. Zimmick, however, was pastoring
EUM through a small church paradigm The larger the church grew, the harder he worked
with limited success inmuhiplying leadership, causing concern of fatigue and jfrustration.
Midway through his seven-year tenure at EUM, he began exploring ways in which to
strengthen and expand the leadership chcle of the church. Clergy and laity traveled to
growing churches such as Ginghamsburg, Goshen, and Frasier Memorial, all United
Methodist churches. In my opinion, this was one ofHarold's greatest gifts to EUM for it
aUowed the leadership to grasp a vision of different paradigms whhin the United
Methodist system.
In the year 2000, Zhnmick left EUM to take a position with Tentmaker
Ministries. The church had grown to an average Simday attendance of292. EUM was left
with fond memories, a renewed vision, and a sense of frustration. The church was aware
ofthe continual decline hi Racine's downtown churches and that much ofEUM's growth
stemmed from Pastor Harold's personality, and although certain steps of change had
begun, they were far from completed.
As I arrived at EUM to serve as hs next senior pastor, I found a church that was
trying to identify ways hi which to growwithout addresshig some core systemic issues.
On the one hand, a small faction of the church was confused as to whether the church
shnply needed to work harder m order to achieve Ginghamsburg or Goshen success whUe
at the same thne another faction within the church did not understand the vision and.
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therefore, rallied around the 1950s model of churchwith which they were familiar. I
believe two issues needed to be addressed: the distinction between church growth and
church health and the clear conamunication of the EUM's vision.
In an effort to grow the church and stemming from his evangelical convictions.
Rev. Zhnmick put forth a tremendous amount of thne and energy mto the mhiistry at
EUM. Seventy-hour work weeks were not imcommon, and staff families were exhausted.
Dale Galloway often mentioned m the Beeson Leadership class lectures, "You won't
impress me if you do the work of ten people, but get ten people to do the work and now
I'm impressed" (Class lectures). The concept that if only the pastor would make more
home visits and preach more entertaining sermons the church would grow is not a
sufficient systemic strategy for church growth.
While servhig on staff at Fhst United Methodist Church (FUMC) in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, I began studying biblical characteristics that I deemed essential for a healthy
church. FUMC is a church with over eight thousand members and the nation's large
number ofdeveloping mega-churches intrigued me. As I began to dialogue with pastors
that served these churches, the distmction in the energy level, passion, and health of the
differing church staffs became evident. These nebulous thoughts hi my mind found
clarification during my time ofmatriculation at Asbury' s Beeson program. I was
introduced to, and able to articulate, the church health concept. Although the proponents
ofchurch heahh varied m theh respective characteristics. Christian Schwarz's eight
characteristics of�empowering leadership, gift-oriented ministry, passionate sphitualhy,
fimctional structure, insphing worship services, holistic small groups, need-oriented
evangehsm, and lovhig relationships�seemed to be part ofevery hst in one form or
another. The concept that biblical prmciples exist that transcend hidividual churches and
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are, therefore, both reproducible and effective m any cultural setting seemed congruent
with my hituhive leadings at FUMC, Tulsa. I chose to apply the church heahh concept to
EUM in hopes that an hitentional strategy would be more productive than shnply
"workmg harder" at vishiag and preachmg.
Overall Health ofEvangehcal United Methodist Church
InMay 2001 eighteen active members ofEUM participated m. the Natural Church
Development survey. These resuhs produced a composhe score of49�with passionate
sphitualhy behig the minimum factor with a score of 38. Hohstic small groups were the
second lowest factor with a score of44. The Minimum Factor Manual, which
accompanied the survey results, helped to articulate the meardng of these scores:
� The results for each characteristic correlate with each other. This means a
resuh of30 is haff the quahty ofanother result of 60, even though
different characteristics are being measured.
� The standardization is based on a mean of50 with a standard deviation of
15. In short, 70% of churches fit between 35 and 65 for any one
characteristic. Ifyou have a resuh between 35 and 65, you are among the
70%.
� The goal is to have every quahty characteristic over 65, because the
research has found that churches with all scores over 65 "grow
automatically" hi 99.94% of the cases. (5)
The church health concept led EUM to focus hs attention on the minimum factor of
passionate sphituahty.
Revelation 2:1-5 is a passage that has deeply impacted my theology:
To the angel of the church in Ephesus write: These are the words ofhim
who holds the seven stars hi his right hand and walks among the seven
golden lampstands: I know your deed, your hard work and your
perseverance. I know that you cannot tolerate wicked men, that you have
tested those who claim to be apostles but are not, and have found them
false. You have persevered and have endured hardships for my name, and
have not grown weary. Yet I hold this against you: You have forsaken
your first love. Remember the height from which you have fallen! Repent
and do the things you did at first. Ifyou do not repent, I will come to you
and remove your lampstand from hs place. (NIV)
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The church ofEphesus serves as a reminder for every church that shnply "dohig" the
work ofGod falls short ofGod's relational mtentions. The "behig" or the essence of a
person shapes one's values, passions, and, therefore, motives. A church that loses hs first
love, or purpose, is in danger ofbecoming either legalistic or apathetic. EUM had
symptoms ofboth legalism and apathy. Some members were holdmg dogmatically to
traditions yet forgetting the essence behind the tradhions. They thought if the pastor
would work harder all of the church's needs would be met.
Uponmy arrival at EUM, I had been informed that the church could articulate a
set of core values and that the church had a vision ofbehig a church ofone thousand. At
the first Mhiistry Board meetmg, I asked if any of the leaders around the table could
recite the core values in theh enthety. One or two members, at best, were able to give me
the gist ofthe values, but as one person remarked, "That's just a hst on a piece ofpaper
anyway."
The following week, I challenged the congregation from the pulph by askmg
them why they wanted to be a church of a one thousand. I informed them that I would
rather be a church of three hundred that was healthy and passionate for Jesus than a
church of a thousand that was shnply interested hi the prestige ofbeing a large church. I
stated, however, that if Jesus were so real to EUM that it could not help but hurt for its
unchurched neighbors or family members, if every time members went through the
grocery line they ached for the salvation of the person behind the register, if they loved
Jesus so much that they were willing to put aside theh own hitentions to follow his, then I
think EUM could grow as a church and God would determine the size.
This challenge was the beghmhig ofan mtentional strategy to help EUM go back
and revish its first love. This was foUowed by a sermon series focusing upon Revelation
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2:1-5. We also implemented an prayer ministry entitled "Let's Pray." Over 1 12 family
units from EUM receive a weekly e-mail from me regarding prayer requests and praise
reports. These e-mails also serve as an excellent opportunity to teach on prayer and the
sphitual disciplines. EUM buttressed this strategy by helpmg sponsor a seminar with Dr.
Terry Teykl and havmg Dr. Teykl preach at EUM.
As the church began to address the minimum factor ofpassionate sphituality, it
became evident that an hidividual' s sphitual growth benefits from the hivolvement of
bemg hi a small group. Once again the history ofEUM was taken mto account. Rev.
Fraley found himselfm the midst of conflict over the lack of communication and
ahgnment with the congregation as he began to make changes in the churches Sunday
school structure. Pastor Harold tried to hutiate Tender Lovhig Care (TLC) groups based
upon a model made popular by Dale Galloway. When I arrived at EUM, two of the five
TLC groups were defunct, and two others had dwindled down to three participants.
Whhin three months EUM was left whh only one TLC group. Thus, many hi the church
beUeved that small groups did not work and that the Aduh Sunday school classes were
being neglected. Amidst all the changes that were happening at EUM includhig a
complete restructuring ofstyles and thnes ofworship services, many congregants were
lookhig to connect with something that they perceived to be familiar and safe.
While servhig on staffat FUMC, Tulsa, one ofmy functions was to serve as the
small groups pastor. The strategy at FUMC, Tulsa, was to engage the congregation hi
"believing," "belonghig," and "becoming" a follower of Christ. The church was known
for hs teachhig and missions department, which accentuated the believhig and becomhig
components. It was also known to have one of the largest aduh Sunday school programs
m United Metiiodism m North America. The church had approxhnately twenty-five aduh
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classes, with memberships ranghig from twenty-five to three hundred members. The
belongmg aspect of the church was bemg strahied. After attendmg two Willow Creek
small group seminars and participating in the Leadership Network Seminar for small
group pastors, I decided to utilize the FUMC aduh Sunday school base to bhth smaU
groups. Each class provided a small group coach and helped recruh those within the class
that might be potential leaders. These leaders went through a weekend vision-casting
seminar and those that remained hiterested formed a "turbo" group. A turbo group is one
that meets for approxhnately eight weeks allowhig small group dynamics to be modeled
for the potential leaders. The leaders then met monthly whh theh respective coaches who
m turn met monthly whh the small groups pastor for a thne of training and discussion.
Within one year FUMC, Tulsa, birthed over one himdred small groups. With
EUM being heshant towards small groups and a sense of need for the familiar, I chose to
meet them at theh point ofunderstandmg and approach the need for small groups through
the adult Sunday school system. My intentions were two-fold: create a sense of
community or belonging and expand the church's understandhig of small groups.
Implications of the Study
As I observed the estabhshed Sunday school classes, I realized that theh sense of
famiharity with one another was so strong that it did not produce an envhonment
conducive to attracting visitors. One or two people filled the capacity of teacher, and no
continuity existed between classes regarding the curriculum. The classes averaged
approximately eight to twelve people and really fimctioned as a small group. The
question asked was, "What effect will an hitentional, strategic aduh Sunday school
program and curriculum have on the Sunday school members' understandmg of the
Christian faith?"
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I began by meeting with the estabhshed Smiday school classes and castmg the
vision ofbelievhig, belonghig, and becoming. I strongly encouraged those that assumed
the role of teacher to participate in the Network seminar. Network is a seminar developed
by Willow Creek which my wife and associate pastor, Karin, adjusted to meet our
church. ThroughNetwork, people who showed a passion and ability to teach were
identified. They were then asked to participate in the teacher rotation for the new
curriculum. The intent was to have two or three teachers covering each curriculum topic,
thus enabling them to belong to a Sunday school class with mhiimal absenteeism fi:om
theh own class. This format would also reheve the teacher from the pressure ofprovidmg
and creating a new curriculum every week.
I introduced the new curriculum in the fall of 2001 , dividing it into eight-week
segments that examined books and topics fi-om the Old and New Testament. Class
members were given a pretest at the beginning ofthe eight-week session and a posttest at
the end of the session. As the Figure 4.1 mdicates (p. 70), the participants' biblical
knowledge increased substantially over each course.
The class members were also asked to be available for a casual one-on-one
discussion where they were asked:
1 . Do you feel like you know more about the Bible now than you did at the
beghmhig of the class?
2. Do you feel like your relationship with God has strengthened through
participation m Sunday school?
3. Do you feel better equipped to articulate your faith?
The resuh of the first question was a bh predictable with one hundred percent of
the participants saying yes, they beheved theh biblical knowledge grew. I suppose if the
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material was not informative or the teacher not mterestmg, one might not grow in
knowledge. While most people thought they did gam understandhig, two hiteresting
resuhs appeared through these conversations. Many beheved diat although they grew
they were still uncomfortable with theh biblical knowledge. They were heshant to enter
mto a sphhual conversation with an unfamihar person. Others came to a realization that
they were not as bibhcally astute as they thought they were. The 3-D class, which has
been meeting for over fifty-seven years did, in fact, have a lower score than many of the
new classes, which contained new believers. Dr. George Hunter asserts that Christians
tend to be the most open about theh fahh within the first five years of theh conversion
(Lecture). Since the pretests and posttests were provided in a written format, I am led to
the conclusion that many of the new believers shnply paid better attention since they
were less familiar with the material.
The second question was, "Do you beheve your relationship with God has
strengthened through participation in Sunday school?" Interestingly only 81.48 percent of
those interviewed beheved theh relationship with God had been strengthened. Biblical
knowledge does not necessarily translate into sphitual development. While every
participant agreed theh biblical knowledge increased, the challenge for many was still to
be found in transferring that knowledge into a hving relationship through faith.
Many of those interviewed stated that they did think that the class provided a safe
envhonment in which to wrestle with the biblical knowledge they gahied. Theh sense of
belonghig often was the reason they conthiued to attend. Though they had an appreciation
for the believing aspect, the belonghig aspect connected them to the church. Many were
able to Hsten without cynicism because people with whom they had buih relationships
and trusted were nodding m agreement or sharhig testimonies of the biblical prhiciples in
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their Uves.
I finally asked the participants if they were better equipped to articulate theh fahh.
74.07 percent of the respondents beUeved that they were better equipped now than they
were before the introduction of the intentional Sunday school, small group strategy. Once
again a dichotomy arose within the participants. On the one hand, theh responses
indicated that the hicrease of theh biblical knowledge made them feel more grounded and
confident hi sphhual discussions. On the other hand, they still maintained a very real
understandhig that knowledge is limited without Hfe change; and that Hfe change is the
normative catalyst for authentic sphitual discussions.
Beheving and belonging are intricately woven together. The participants' faith,
(believhig) or hunger for faith drew them mto the class, but the relationships they
developed seemed to be the reason that kept them coming back. The more sense of
belonging the people had the more open were theh discussions about theh fahh.
To this end I realized that I wanted something evenmore hitentional for those
who deshed to explore the believhig component in theh hfe. The Sunday schools
consisted of fifteen minutes of social time, fifteenminutes ofprayer and praise thne, and
thirty minutes of teaching. This forum provided a safe envhonment in which to begin
explormg one's faith, but many hungered for a deeper exploration in a more committed
envhonment. The attendance of the Sunday school could get a bit sporadic dependhig on
who was vacationing or hivolved m. another aspect of church leadership, (e.g., choh,
sound board, video operator, teacher). Ifpeople were sincere about deepening theh faith,
they were often fi-ustrated to pick up the discussion the foUowing week only to discover
that 50 percent of last week's participants were absent. Therefore, I began to offer the
Alpha course as an ahemative small group option for exploring the faith. I also chose to
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utilize the Alpha classes as potential small groups. A typical Alpha evenmg beghis with
dhmer followed by a video presentation which introduces the topic to be studied and then
the evening concludes whh discussion. The Alpha course also includes one weekend
retreat. EUM is currently offering hs tenth Alpha class, and four groups continue to meet
once a month for dhmer and discussions.
Utilizhig Sunday schools as an hitentional, strategic program had some benefits.
The participants' biblical knowledge increased and, in most cases provided a sense of
belonging for those attending. The second research question wondered what effect this
new strategy might have on Sunday school class members' fahhfuhiess to Sunday
mornhig.
The convenience of having to make one trip per week to a downtown church was
attractive for many of the participants, especially the elderly. It also provided an
alternative envhonment for those parents ofadolescents who wished to have theh
children involved hi a Sunday class but also wished to worship together in the sanctuary
as a family. In order to facilhate this need, EUM restructured the worship times to 9:00
a.m and 10:30 a.m and provided children's Sunday school at both hours. The youth
ministry provided junior and senior high Sunday school at the 9:00 hour only. The
Sunday Morrung structure is as follows:
9:00 Worship Featuring Chancel Choh and Organ
Nursery (ages infant to three-years old)
Music and More (children's choh)
The Box Office (children thhd grade through fifth grade)
Cornerstone (youth Sunday school)
Explorers (adult Sunday school)
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� Faithbuilders (aduh Sunday school)
10:30 Worship Featuring the Praise Team
� Nursery (ages mfant to three-years old)
� Critterland (ages three to five-years old)
� S.H.O.U.T. (kindergarten to fifth grade)
� Seekers (aduh Sunday school class)
� Crossbearers (adult Sunday school class)
� 3-D (aduh Sunday school class)
The youth program has increased steadily over the past two years. Approxhnately
seventy junior and seiuor high students call EUM theh home per month. As the youth
numbers conthiued to grow EUM found that if it did not provide an ahernative
envhonment for parents then youth Sunday school attendance dropped. The church
society hi which EUM exists has the expectation of "one hour only" Sunday mornhig
church. Many parents deshe the flexibility of sending theh children to Sunday school
while they worship. Fewer parents are willing to wah as theh children participate in
Sunday school. In the hopes ofmeeting people's needs, while at the same thne
acknowledging the need for discipleship, EUM's y^orship schedule provides families
multiple options.
Every class showed an increase in worship attendance except for the 3-D class. As
mentioned before, the 3-D class has been meeting together for approxhnately fifty-seven
years. If a class member from the other classes have only one hour to give on a Simday
morning, most will attend worship; however, a different pattern arose with the 3-D class.
In fact, over a halfdozen members of this class do not attend worship at all. Many factors
contribute to theh choice mcluding frustration over the Evangehcal United Brethren
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merger in 1968. The contemporary service has become the largest service leading to the
attitude among some of the class members that they are being pushed out of the church.
The prhnary reason, however, that class members choose theh class over worship is
shnply a deep sense ofbelongmg with people whh whom they have journeyed through
life for over fifty years.
One other observation should be noted regarding worship. As I reviewed the year-
end givhig records, those new participants m Sunday school showed an increase in theh
financial giving to the church. I beheve this increase in giving can be attributed to three
components: the befieving aspect, which discusses the biblical understandhig of tithe and
offering, the belonging aspect, which hears testimonies ofhow others are financially
contributing to church, and the becoming aspect, which casts the vision ofwhom and
what they are called to be as followers ofChrist.
The intentional strategy to utiHze Sunday school classes to hicrease a sense of
believing and belonging showed increases in the areas ofbiblical knowledge and worship
attendance. The next question asked was, "Will this new strategy result in Sunday school
class members participating in outreach activities?" At first glance the answer seems to
be no. Only two classes responded with the Explorers class packing and sending twenty-
six care packages to college students and the Seekers class collectmg and filling six
Samaritan's Purse shoeboxes, which were delivered around the world.
A closer look shows that the intentional strategy may have had a bigger impact
than first thought. The 3-D class is for of senior aduhs. Those that were able participated
in the aheady-existing "Flower Ministry," which provides and arranges the ahar flowers
to our homebound members. They also condibuted over $15,000 to cross-cultural
missions as a class.
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The Fahhbuilders did not fiinction as a unit in theh outreach, but ahnost the enthe
class found and met a ministry need whhin the church. Six members of the class
participate m the praise team, four are hivolved in the chancel choh, four play a vhal role
hi the audio/visual department of the church, and five others help m the children's
department. Others hi this class serve on church boards and committees. Li fact, I can
only identify three members who are not actively involved in ministry in the church.
On 14 April 2002, EUM invited Dr. Connie Cole to present a lay mhustry
workshop for EUM. The resuhs of this seminar were four new ministry opportunities
hicludhig a mentormg program, aduh hteracy help, food and clothmg bank, and Teen
Moms. Much of the leadership and volunteer energy for these programs came from those
involved in the Sunday school strategy and provide another small group forum for
EUM's members.
This study stemmed from EUM's deshe to be a healthy church. The question to
be addressed is, "Has this hitentional effort increased the hohstic small group's factor as
analyzed through Christian Schwarz's Natural Church Development Survey?" The first
survey analyzed by NCD revealed that EUM's overall average was a score of 49 with the
hohstic small group's factor bemg the second lowest at 44. The second survey indicated
that all eight factors hicreased, hicludhig hohstic small groups, providhig a composite
score of 68. Hohstic small groups hicreased by 1 1 pomts; however, it then became the
miiumum factor. The answer seems to be both positive and still in question.
Concluding Thoughts
Evangehcal United Methodist Church entered mto the year 2000 with an average
attendance of292 per Sunday and an annual budget of $333,724. LiMay 2001 the church
accessed hs heahh by participatmg m the Natural Church Development survey and scored
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a composite score of49 with passionate sphhuahty being the minimum factor at 38 and
hohstic small groups registering a factor of44.
As EUM enters mto the year 2003, the church is averagmg 360 people per Simday
and has an annual budget of $465,294. The second NCD survey resuhed whh a
composhe score of 68. The passionate sphituality minimum factor increased by 26
points, and the hohstic smaU groups increased by 1 1 pomts (see Table 5.1).
Table 5.1. A Comparison ofEvangehcal United Methodist Church in 2001 and 2003
Evangelical United Methodist Church
2000
Evangehcal United Methodist Church
January 2003
Average attendance: 292 Average attendance: 360
Annual budget: $333,724 Annual budget: $465,294
NCD survey:
composite 49
Minimum factor:
passionate sphituahty 38
hohstic small groups fector 44
NCD Survey:
composite 68
Minimum factor:
passionate sphituahty 64
hohstic small group fector 55
When I began mhiistry at EUM, I decided that the area ofbelonging at EUM
needed some stabilhy. The church had just said good-bye to a beloved pastor, and as the
new pastor I brought in a different style ofpreaching and leadership. Within a year I
began to reorganize the worship services. The congregation embraced me, as theh pastor,
and the new vision. Trust had been estabhshed because I navigated the church through
the changes methodically, hitentionally, and whh open and honest dialogue. For this
reason, I chose to address the aduh Sunday school as the first step to small groups. If I
neglected the aduh Sunday classes, I am convmced that I would have taken away a much-
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needed constant in tiie lives ofmany church members. This familiarity allowed smooth
organizational changes to occur hi other parts ofthe church. I also believed that the
estabhshed classes could be a portal hito a deeper understanding ofbelongmg and the use
of small groups.
In his book, Leadhig Congregational Change. Herrington gives an eight-step
process of leadhig change: making personal preparation, creating urgency, establishing
the vision community, discerning the vision and determining the visionpath,
communicathig the vision, empowering the change leaders, implementing the vision, and
rehiforcing momentum through ahgnment (13). The importance of these principles hi the
change process proved valuable. The first step ofmaking personal preparation requhes
the leader to do an inventory on his/her own sphituality. This step helps the leader
understand the importance of incarnational ministry. It requhes the leader to view and
meet the congregation at theh sphitual and organizational level and to appreciate the art
ofpatience. The seven steps methodically guide the change process through estabhshing
a commumty where shared leadership and joint dreams are encouraged. It helped the
congregation see theh present reahty versus theh preferred fiiture and encouraged
dialogue to form a strategic process to accompHsh the dreams together. By embracmg
and creating an intentional strategy for aduh Simday school classes, EUM was able to
provide some practical rehef for some congregational members' immediate needs. At the
same time it was able to create a sense ofurgency as hs shortcomings were exposed as
evidenced by the need for Alpha and outreach groups.
The hmhations of this study are plentiful as stated hi the generalizabiHty and
dehmitations section oftiiis work. The findings of this study have dhect implications for
Evangelical United Methodist Church. Generalizations about other congregations can
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only be made with great caution. I took care and patience to exegete the culture ofEUM.
This exegetical process led me to the conclusion that aduh Sunday school classes greatly
contributed to the overall sense ofcommunity at EUM. The study may have been
strengthened if I were able to have administered the NCD survey in a group setthig as
originally planned. This would have alleviated the staggered reception of surveys as well
as the phone calls to remind folks to submit theh surveys. The hiterview process also did
not go as smoothly as I had intended. Rather than seventeen sh-down hiterviews, many of
the discussions took place over the telephone or m casual haUway conversations. Though
the integrity ofthe interviews' content was not compromised, the recordings of the
discussions were not as methodical as I would have liked.
Dr. Dale Galloway's book. The Small Group Book, served as a compass for me in
this study inmany ways. I had been exposed to and studied many philosophies and
methods regarding small groups, but Galloway's book focused less on the method and
more on the purpose of small groups. In his book he states, "In essence, I don't really see
New Hope as amodel of small-group ministry as much as a model of lay-pastor ministry,
with small groups as an important component." (16) I viewed this study hi a similar
manner. I was less concerned about the mode of small groups and more concerned with
the concept ofbelonging being grasped. I concur with GaUoway:
[W]e cannot aUow ourselves to think that Sunday school is the only way
to educate and disciple people. ... Yes, I beheve Sunday school is
important. I also believe that Sunday school is an effective ministry tool.
But I do not beUeve that it is the only tool. (33)
In theh book, Buildhig A Church OfSmall Groups. BUI Donahue and Russ Robinson
also support the hnportance of belonghig:
Now that we offer any kmd ofgroup, accordmg to need, we are much better at
meeting people on theh level ofcommunity readmess. We use people's longing
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for affinity�^witli otliers of like need, interest, or life stage�^as an excuse to
connect them. We also have groups for people who would rather experience a
cross-section, meeting with, perhaps, a couple with chddren, a single mom, a
college student, and empty nesters. We define group as such when it had a
quahfied leader, one who assures people are connected to that leader and each
other and who monitors the care and growth of the Uttle community they
represent. (184)
I will not be satisfied if aduh Sunday schools function as the only structure for belonging,
but I could not ignore its importance.
In the fall of2002, the staffbegan to identify potential committees that could be
transformed iato small groups. EUM sent a staffmember and a layperson to the Willow
Creek Small Group Senunar, and began to cast the vision of small groups to the church
emphasizmg the need to grow closer to God (beheving) and each other (belonghig) and to
accomplish the work ofGod in the world as members (become) the people God calls
them to be. Through this process EUM have been able to bhth small groups m such areas
including but not limited to "Moms hi Touch," "Women's Prayer and Praise," men's
leadership study, "Craft Night," monthly birthday celebrations, a quilting group, just to
name a few (see Appendix D). Many more groups are in the transformation process. The
men's breakfast has been averaging eight to twelve men. In December 2002, EUM
announced that the monthly meeting would include breaking into small groups as well
and then into work groups that mahitain the physical structure of the church. The
December breakfast had thirty-seven men attendhig with forty men showing up m
January.
By givhig the aduh Sunday school classes an intentional strategy, EUM has been
able to strengthen the Sunday morning venue as well as create a sense ofunderstandhig
and exchement regardhig small groups. EUM is hophig to start five new home groups by
June 2003. Small groups are often viewed as connectmg people to the church community
Kaye
through the back door. In the case ofEUM, people are bemg hitroduced mto home
fellowship groups through the back door of Sunday school classes. . . and Evangelical
United Methodist Church feels as if the best is yet to come!
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APPENDIX A
MISSION STATEMENT AND CORE VALUES
EUM's Mission Statement
To bring people into a personal and dynamic relationship with Jesus Christ
and to equip and mobilize them for ministry.
Core Values
1 . The Bible is the Word ofGod and is the compass for our hves.
(2 Thnothy 3:16-17; Psalm 119:105)
2. We believe in the Lordship of Jesus Christ. We recognize the authority of
Christ, and we are called to live in obedience to Hhn
(Mark 8:34-35; Philippians 2:5-11; Luke 9:57-62)
3. We beUeve that lost people matter to God and, therefore, shoidd matter to the
church.
(Luke 15:1-10)
4. We believe that we are caUed to "Love one another" hi all aspects of church
life.
(John 13:31-38)
5. We believe that Christians are caUed to lead a Ufe of discipleship, strivhig for
continuous personal and sphitual growth.
(Colossians 2:6-7)
6. We believe that we should strive for integrity and authenticity hi matters of
our personal and church life.
(1 Peter 1:5-8)
7. We believe that every person has a gift and should be engaged m some form
of team ministry.
(1 Peter 4:10; 1 Corinthians 12:4-7)
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APPENDIX B
ADULT SUNDAY SCHOOL CURRICULUM OUTLINES
Year 2001-2002
#1 Gospel Study: JESUS SAYS, 'T AM"
This series focused attention on the "I am" sayings in the Gospel ofJohn. These 'T am"
sayhigs contain Jesus' own interpretation ofwho he is and his significance for behevers.
Often Christians interpret Jesus' mission merely fi-om theh own agenda. It is important to
allow Jesus to describe himself, thereby revealing what khid of savior he is and helphig
Christians understand what khid of salvation they need.
Lesson 1: "I am the Bread ofLife" John 6:25-59
Bread is a way of saymg "food." When Jesus says he is the "bread of
life," he means that he is aU we need for true Ufe. Class discussion covered
the Old Testament background ofmanna, Jesus' ability to meet the
physical needs ofpeople, and the everlasting bread provided m the person
ofJesus.
Lesson 2: "I am the Light of the World" John 8:12
This lesson began whh a study of the immediate context of John 8. After
that, the context was expanded to include other statements about hght and
darkness in the Gospel ofJohn.
Lesson 3: "lam" John 8:24-29
In John 8:58, Jesus' own clahn to being deity is unambiguous. The key to
recognizing "I am!" as a claim to deity in this context is knowing the Old
Testament account ofGod's revelation to Moses. Discussion began with a
look at Exodus 3 and, with this background hi nihid, turned to Jesus'
revelation m John 8.
Lesson 4: "I am the Door" and "I am the Good Shepherd" John 10:1-30
The two expressions discussed in this lesson are related ways of speaking
about the same reaUties: Jesus is the true provider of the safety and
sustenance needed by "the sheep."
Lesson 5: "I am the Resurrection and the Life" John 1 1
Since death is the "last enemy" for aU human beings, Jesus' identhy as the
resurrection and the Ufe is of supreme hnportance. The fact that he is the
resurrection and the life means he gives life now and wUl continue to give
life even after physical death.
Lesson 6: "I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life" John 14: 1-7
The context ofJohn 14:6 is significantly different fiomthe others. Unlike
the previous sayhigs, this one was spoken m private to his disciples just
hours before Jesus' death. Jesus' is reassurmg his disciples by sharhig with
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them that he is the way for them to receive eternal fellowship with God m
heaven. When Jesus says he is the truth, he means that the whole of
knowledge and understandhig finds hs true focus in him. Also, Jesus is the
"Life"�outside ofhhn, death prevails. Only through him do Christians
find the way, see the truth, and embrace the life.
Lesson?: "I am the True Vme" John 15:1-17
When Jesus says, "I am the vhie" he is teUhig hsteners about himself and
his relationship with the Father, but his relationship with Christians is
expressed by telling them that they are "the branches." It is difficuh to
imagine a more vivid way of sayhig that Christians are utterly dependent
on hhn.
Lesson 8: "I am not of this World" John 17:14, 16
In this sayhig, Jesus is not only describing himself but also his followers.
Although this "I am" sayhig is a negative statement and is not uniquely
apphcable to Jesus, it contributes hnportant perspective to a Christian's
understanding ofthe earher sayings as well as to one's general
understandhig of Jesus and his followers' purpose
#2 New Testament Selection: ACTS: GOD GIFTS AND USES ORDINARY PEOPLE
FOR EXTRAORDINARY IMPACT
The book ofActs opens readers' eyes to see and understand liberatmg prmciples about
fahh sharhig. Evangelism is not merely "Bible-thumping"; instead, it is using one's own
God-given gifts to introduce people to the savhig message of Jesus Christ. This series
studied the different types of evangelism as revealed in the Book ofActs.
Lesson 1 : "An Introduction to . . . (gasp) . . .Evangelism" Acts 1:1-6
In this introductory lesson, class members were introduced to a different
method ofevangelism. Evangelism is often viewed hi a very limited or
negative sense. In reahty, evangelism is everyone's call. It is not just for
clergy or those with special gifts; rather, it is for everyone who calls
themselves followers ofChrist.
Lesson 2: "The Prophetic Approach" Acts 2:1-14
This lesson focused on the person ofPeter and his prophetic or
confrontational approach to sharing the good news of Jesus. Members
studied Peter's personahty as seen prior to Jesus' resurrection and then
viewed the powerfiil way he presented the gospel message in Acts 2. A
person with the prophetic style of evangehsm can be used by God m
mighty ways. Some hidividuals will avoid a serious encounter with Jesus
unless someone whh the prophetic or confrontational style pushes them
and calls them to thhik seriously about the claims ofChrist.
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Lesson 3 : "The Testhnonial Approach" Acts 9:19-30
While many believers might have a difficuh time confronting others with
the truth, many feel comfortable merely sharing the difference Christ has
made in theh Uves. This lesson focused on Paul and his testhnonial style
ofevangeUsm Paul repeatedly shared his "before" and "after" testhnonies
and, in this way, introduced people to Christ's loving message.
Lesson 4: "Paul and the Teachhig Approach" Acts 13:13-16; 16:13-
18; 17:16-34
Many people have more than one gift and this was true ofPaul. In addition
to sharing his testhnony, Paul was a powerful teacher. Many persons m the
world need to be reached by someone using the inteUectual or teaching
approach. They need honest answers to honest questions. In this lesson,
class members discover the hnportance ofChristian apologetics.
Lesson 5: "The Invitational Approach" Acts 2:42-47; 16:25-
34
The invitational method ofevangeUsm is not new. John the Baptist told
Andrew that Jesus was the Messiah. Andrew brought his brother, Peter, to
meet Jesus. The woman at the weU hivited many people to come and meet
the man she thought could be Christ. When people are excited about
something, they cannot help but share it. The same is true for Christianity.
Lesson 6: "The HosphaUty and Cuhivational Approach" Acts 8 :26-40; 1 8 :24-
28; 19:8-10
HospitaUty refers to how one treats and receives people who come to
them. Cuhivation refers to the process of reaching out to people. This
lesson studied the persons ofPhUip, PrisciUa, Aquila, Paul, and ApoUos as
different examples of effective evangelism.
Lesson 7: "The Service Approach" Acts 9:36-43
Service, deeds of compassion and love done in Jesus' name, can open
doors and hearts to hear the gospel message. Some Christians find it easier
to focus on doing kind deeds or workmg for righteousness and justice
while others find it easier to focus on verbally telling the good news of
Jesus. In reahty, both are necessary. Genuine love necessitates that
Christians act with compassion for those whom they teU about Jesus.
Lesson 8: "The Twenty-Ninth Chapter ofActs"
The book ofActs does not end withhi the pages ofScripture. Christians
today are stiU Uving h. In this lesson, members were encouraged to
identify theh own style of evangelism. It is Uberatmg to know that
everyone does not have to be a Paul or a Peter�many other styles are
available and may come more naturaUy to someone. The point is that
believers need to discover theh style and cuhivate h in Order to spread the
good news of the most powerful message available hi the world today�
the etemaUy lovmg message of Jesus Christ.
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#3 Old Testament Selection: "MAKING SENSE OF LIFE"�A STUDY OF
PROVERBS, ECCLESIASTES, AND JOB
Wisdom in the Old Testament has primarily to do whh practical application m life rather
than the more speculative, intellectual understanding ofwisdom in Greek thought. Each
book to be studied has its own perspective and prhnary contribution to make. When the
three books are placed side by side for comparison, readers' understanding of each is
enhanced, and hs particular wisdommade more accessible to them.
Lesson 1 : "Introduction" Overview of all three
''books
This lesson hitroduced class members to all three books and shared with
them the particular way in which wisdom is discussed. In Proverbs,
readers understand wisdom through observation. In Ecclesiastes, wisdom
is acquhed through questioning. In Job, wisdom comes through suffering.
Proverbs tells us that hfe can be good if someone does the wise thing.
Ecclesiastes teUs readers that life will end no matter what they do. Job teUs
readers that hfe can be pahifiil even if they do the right thing.
Lesson 2: "Proverbs: Wisdom through Observation" Proverbs 1
A simple way to describe the wisdom found hi Proverbs is to say that God
gives instructions through the wise observation ofothers. Proverbs is the
"voice ofexperience" with the added dimension of divine insphation.
Lesson 3: "Proverbs: Wisdom for the Wise Reader" Proverbs 3:5-8; 8:22-
31
True wisdom is walking in the way God dhects, trusting hi him, yieldhig
to his own agenda, and refraining from the evil that naturaUy accompanies
self-centered motives. Wisdom is personified hi Proverbs and uhhnately
seen in the person of Jesus Christ.
Lesson 4: Ecclesiastes: Wisdom through Questioning Ecclesiastes 1:1-11,
2:1-26; 12:13-14
The great service ofEcclesiastes is that h reports the experience and
perspective of one, Solomon, who has seen his every earthly wish come
tfue, and he has the wisdom to know that humans always want more.
Ecclesiastes is not intended to give readers confidence hi the way they
conduct theh Uves. Instead, Ecclesiastes strips readers of superficial
confidence and drives them to the conclusion finally reached by the book
hself: Ufe is meaningless whhout God.
Lesson 5 : Ecclesiastes: The Bottom Lme ofThne and Eternity Ecclesiastes3 : 1 - 1 5
12:1-7
God has given human beings awareness of the temporary nature of
everything they do and awareness of the temporary nature of theh very
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own lives. People have a sense of thne and eternity, even though they
cannot see or understand the beghming or the end ofGod's works. The
very fact that people's hearts long for more than this life can give
�^more
falfdhnent, more joy, more love, more peace, more thne, more knowledge
�^this very longing is a testhnony to the fact that they were made for
more. Ecclesiastes does not speU out what that "more" will be; rather, it
looks at all that can be experienced here and says, "Not enough."
Ecclesiastes can get readers ready for the gospel, but they need the gospel
and the power ofGod to brmg the changes for which Ecclesiastes should
make them hungry and thirsty.
Lesson 6: Job: Wisdom through Suffermg Job 1-3
The purpose of Job is not to teach readers about Satan's strategy to desd-oy
them but to focus on the human struggle to understand and cope with
situations for which they do not have the facts. An mtroduction to the
phght of Job is given, and the dilemma of "why bad thmgs happen to good
people" is discussed.
Lesson 7: Job: Questions and Complaints Job 4-37
In this lesson, the remarks of Job's friends are discussed. Well-hitentioned
friends often give ill advice out of ignorance, fear, and hisecurity. Job
maintains his innocence in the face ofhis friends' accusations, and he
questions the justice ofGod. Yet, Job still declares a clear hope of the
resurrection.
Lesson 8: Job: Hearing Questions from the Answer Job 38-42
In the Book of Job, Job never gets an e5q)lanation ofwhy God allowed
Satan to torment him. The answer that Job gets for all his questionhig can
be put qmte shnply: God is God, and Job is not. When God himself
finally speaks to Job, God shifts the focus from Job's questions to
questions that God asks Job. Job is not told about Satan; he is confronted
by the overwhelming wonder ofGod hhnsehf
#4 Theological Study: "FAITH IN THE MIDST OF A CHANGINGWORLD"
The purpose ofthis course was to set out the cuhural and intellectual context hi which the
modern Christian must live. The answer for some in the conflict between modem cultural
values and Christian values is the for the church to retreat hito hself and to work only
within Christian communities and Christian contexts. Christians should, however, take
seriously Jesus' call m John 17:14-19 to be "mthe world, but not of the world." Thus,
Christians are called to be visible witnesses in the world, working hi the world without
being contaminated by the world.
Lesson 1: "Introduction�The Echpse ofRevelation"
This study began with a comparison and contrast ofpre-enlightenment and
post-enlightenment views ofGod, humanity, science, and education.
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Members discussed problems with enhghtenment thinking and reasons for
the madequacy of the mere human-centered approach.
Lesson 2: "Do We Really Have a Problem? Antagonism agamst the Church"
Discussion beganwhh the question, "Do you see any evidence of a change
in attitude toward reUgion, and especially Christianity, in our world?"
Members then explored the "vhtue" of tolerance, the belief that radical
individualism is the standard for our age, and the fact that Christian are
somethnes theh own worst enemies helping to create a climate of rejection
through theh own actions.
Lesson 3: "The Struggle over Values"
In this lesson, discussion began with a look at themoral guides suggested
today in the non-Christian context including self-actualization, tolerant
love, the absence of absolutes, and "do what feels good." In contrast to
these, Christians offer a competing standard ofmorahty, which includes
the belief that morahty comes from the "outside"�from God�and that
Christian morality is really life affirming. Christians believe that there are
right and wrongs that have poshive benefits when obeyed.
Lesson 4: "On Behig Pushed hito the World's Mold: The Compromise ofChristianity"
The world has been influencing the Church in many areas including
materialism, nominalism, thought patterns, morahty, and priorities.
Christians must examine theh own values and priorities as well as develop
a true "apology" for theh faith and apply these beliefs to theh hfestyle.
Lesson 5: "The Struggle between Faith and Science"
This lesson began with a look at mhacles found m Scripture and the way
in which they have been interpreted throughout history. Discussion then
focused on evolution versus creation theories ofworld origin. A series of
different theories, hicluding the gap theory, the flood theory, the ideal thne
theory, the pictorial day theory, and the age-day theory, were explained
and studied.
Lesson 6: "The Struggle between Faith and Experience"
Discussion began with a study ofNew-Age thought and the mistake of
current thought that holds personal experience as prhnary m the learning
process. The problemwith learning through experience is that experience
can be contradictory, and one's judgment about experiences may be fauhy.
The problemwith this human experience-centered approach to fife is that
the fact ofhuman sm is devalued and the problem is viewed as "out there"
rather than withhi oneself. On the contrary, Christians affirm that
experience is hnportant, but they accept that one's experience is fallen.
Therefore, Christians look to scripture and the teachings of the church to
inform and correct theh experience.
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Lesson 7: "The Struggle withhi the Church: Why So Many Different Theologies?"
This lesson explored the history of the church and the differences that
gave rise to the many different theologies espoused today. Discussion
included the effect of the opposing theologies upon the church hicluding
disputes surrounding abortion and homosexuaUty.
Lesson 8: "ChristianWitness m a Pluralistic World"
This series concluded with a study ofhow a Christian can respond to the
diversity in the world today. Members discussed the importance ofbeing
persons ofhitegrity at all times, modeling a Hfe that has meaning beyond
the pocketbook, and being able to articulate one's fahh.
#5 Christian Life: OUR CHRISTIAN LIFESTYLE
The purpose of this course was to examhie the Hfestyle Christians are caUed to Hve and
how they can Hve that out. In particular, discussion concentrated on stewardship concerns
as a critical area, but this was not exhaustive. The course included examhihig how aU of
life comes under the call ofGod m Christians' hearts and how Christians can submh theh
whole being and living to God.
Lesson 1: "Examhie the Evidence" Luke 14:15-24
This course began in a self-evaluative manner with the question: "Ifyou
were arrested for being a Christian, would there be enough evidence to
convict you?" Scripture passage were studied that reveal Christians are
expected to act differently than non-Christians. The Parable of the Great
Banquet" was examined hi light of the fact that one's decision can exclude
oneself from the presence of God. Moreover, this parable reveals that it is
not necessarily the "evil" hi the world that causes Christians to miss the
caU ofGod. The real danger for many is that hi choosing the "good" or the
"necessary," Christians may miss the "best"�^being part ofGod's
kingdom.
Lesson 2: "Stewardship and Relationship" Luke 19:11-27
The purpose of this lesson was to examine the concept of stewardship and
how it appHes to aU the areas of Christians' Hves. In particular, the
concept ofbehig good stewards in our relationships was examined�an
area not normally connected with stewardship at aU, but relationships with
others are a "resource" people ehher use for God or not.
Lesson 3: "Stewardship and Thne" Proverbs 6:10
The purpose of this lesson was to examme the biblical guidelines for the
use of thne and see what Scripture reveals about one's stewardship of
time. The goal was not to make people structure theh life more rigidly but
help to people thiok about theh use of theh thne and estabHsh some basic
goals.
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Lesson 4: "Stewardship and Possessions" Matthew 25:14-30
This lesson exandned biblical illustrations of stewardship and uncovered
the call to stewardship God places on every Christian's life. The goal was
to help the class imderstand that stewardship is an mdicator of theh
sphitual well-bemg and the level of trust they place in God. The remainder
ofthe course discussed stewardship as it relates to material possessions.
Lesson 5 : "Weahh from God's Perspective" Matthew 6:19
This lesson discussed true wealth and uncovered truth behind common
myths concerning wealth. The worldly perspective associates wealth with
ownership. To most people, weahh means a surplus or abundance of
money and, thus, "success." This defiiution falls short ofwhat God's
word describes as wealth. A Christian should not be trapped mto a secular
definition ofwealth. To the world, anyone with a sizeable accumulation of
money qualifies. Two-thhds of all parables relate to money and this in a
basically agrarian society. God, obviously, has quhe a bit to say about the
lure ofmoney. Money, however, is merely an outside indicator of an
inside sphitual condition. When Christians trust in God and depend upon
his supply, he promises to be faithful.
Lesson 6: "The Tithe�A Testhnony ofGod's Ownership" Malachi 3:8-10
Through a scriptural study, class members were helped to understand that
the tithe is the minimum God requires in Christian discipleship.
Everything Christians have are given to them by God. The tithe is a
recognition of this and a demonstration of one's faith and trust in hhn.
Lesson?: 'Tinancial Bondage" Luke 12:15
This lesson introduces the last two weeks of the course. This week was
devoted to financial bondage�its symptoms and causes.
Lesson 8 : 'Tinancial Freedom" Phihppians 4:11-12
This last session began with the question, "What is financial freedom?" It
is not the power to do what one wants but rather the power to do as one
ought. It allows Christians to be available and receptive to God's dhection
without hindrance. Fhiancial freedom is the absence of financial bondage,
freedom from the bondage of debts, freedom from oppression of others,
freedom from envy and covetousness or greed, freedom from
resentfuhiess, and freedom from worry.
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In the beghmmg ofActs, what were the apostles domg when the Holy Sphh
came
to them?
What type of evangelism did Dorcas (Tabitha) practice?
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE!!
The "I Am" Saying of Jesus found in the Gospel of John
L FAMILIARITYWITH THE BOOK
1 . Rate your familiarity with the book of John (please check only one)
I know everything there is to know about it!
I have studied it some before
I've read a few passages from it.
I can find it with the help of the Table ofContents.
Is it in the Old Testament or New Testament?
2. List five ofJesus' "I Am" Sayhigs:
1.
n. SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE
1 . The crowds asked Jesus what work they had to do to gain God's approval. What
"work" does Jesus teU them is requhed?
2. What contrast does Jesus make between "manna" and the "bread of life?"
3. In the discussion on Hght and darkness, what thhd choice does Jesus give his
listeners?
4. Ofwhat Old Testament event do Jesus' words, "I Am," remind us?
5. Why does Jesus call hhnself "the door?"
6. What event occiurs which causes Jesus to say that he is the resurrection?
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7. What is the room or dwellhig place that Jesus makes available for us?
8. Fill hi the blanks:
"I am the , the , and the
9. According to John 15, who produces finiit?
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE!!
Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Job
L FAMILMRITYWITH THE BOOKS
Rate your familiarity with the ix)ok ofProverbs (please check only one)
I know everything there is to know about it!
I liave studied it some before
I've read a few passages from it.
I can find h with the help of the Table ofContents.
Is it in the Old Testament or New Testament?
Rate your familiarity with the book ofEcclesiastes (please check only one)
I know everything there is to know about h!
I have studied it some before
I've read a few passages from it.
I can find h with the help of the Table ofContents.
Is it hi the Old Testament orNew Testament?
Rate your familiarity with the book of Job (please check only one)
I know everything there is to know about it!
I have studied it some before
I've read a few passages from it.
I can find it with the help of the Table ofContents.
Is it in the Old Testament or New Testament?
n. SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE
1. What is the major theme(s) ofProverbs? ofEcclesiastes? of Job?
2. Who is prhnarily responsible for many of the hidividual proverbs?
3. How would a reader of the book ofProverbs define "wisdom?"
4. Fill hi the foliowhig blank from a verse found m the beghining ofEcclesiastes:
"
. has any meaning."
5. What is the final thing the author ofEcclesiastes teUs his readers?
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Circle one ofthe following: Job was an honest, upright man who loved God.
Job was a seif-seeker who stumbled upon God's
blessings.
According to one of Job's friends, why do bad things happen to people?
Why does God allow Satan to torment Job?
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AlPPENDIX D
CURRENT SMALL GROUPS AT
EVANGELICAL UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Short-term Groups
These groups have definhe beghming and endmg times and dates. They are meant to
achieve a specific purpose, and then to lead each participant on to joining other groups.
Alpha
Meeting every week for 10 weeks, with a weekend retreat away. Alpha is a great way to
grow deeper in the fahh and to have deeper relationships with other people. We meet for
a meal, watch a video of a challenging aspect of the Christian fahh, and then talk about
what we saw. It is shnple, only a 10 week commitment, and is often profound as we come
face-to-face with the Livhig Lord. Contact Ted with questions or for more information at
the church office (632-8381, ext. 21).
Network
Network is a one evening & one day seminar based on the understanding that we only
have so much thne to give for God's work, and we work most efficiently and effectively
when we discover and use the gifts and passions God has given each ofus. Contact
Pastor Karinwith questions or for more hiformation at the church office (632-8381, ext.
11).
Starting Point
This is our new members' class, covering what we beheve as a church, and what it means
to be a member ofEUM church. Contact Pastor Creighton with questions or for more
hiformation at the church office (632-8381, ext. 12).
Adult Sunday School Opportunities
Whether you have the lofty motives ofdrawhig closer to God and others through study
and discussion, or you're just taking advantage ofthe fact that you're here, the kids are
covered, and you could use a httle adult conversation, the Sunday morning classes offer
excellent small group opportunities.
Please note: Classes are not aged based. Ages are simply given as a fiirther guide to help
you find your spot.
Faithbuilders
Ages 25+. Busy hves and honest fahh. Meet m the chapel at 9:00 a.m. Contact Gary Chu
with questions or for more information at 886-1904.
Explorers
Ages 18+. Lively discussion and growmg personal relationships. Meet in the downstahs
room with the big fhreplace, at the bottom ofthe front-door stahs at 9:00 am. Contact
Paul Zenisek with questions or for more hiformation at 681-2267.
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Seekers
Ages 35+. Coffee and Kringle, God and Hfe. Meet in the chapel at 10:30 a.nL Contact
Tom & Jan Graham with questions or for more information at 681-4943.
Crossbearers
Ages 45+. Good friends, good Bible study and good prayer. And the coffee is always on.
Meet hi the library (m the front door, down the stahs, straight ahead, turn left, foUow the
laughter to the end of the hall) at 10:30 a,m. Contact Judy Nickelsenwhh questions or for
more hiformation at 634-7616.
3D's
Our longest tenured class, the 3D's meet to smg hymns, pray together and study the
Bible. Contact Karen Reisenauer with questions or for more hiformation at 681-1385.
Women's & Men's Groups
Maldng friends, learning, and growing together is an hnportant aspect ofour fahh. The
foUowmg groups offer a variety of opportunities to jump hi.
Mom's in Touch
For moms, grandmas, teachers and others interested hi prayhig for schools, students and
teachers hi our area. Motto: one mom on her knees for her child and school = changed
lives. Meetmg durmg the school year on Thursday afternoons and Wednesday nights.
Contact Jan Graham with questions or formore information at 681-4943.
Tuesday Morning Women's Prayer and Study Group
A weekly prayer, study and discussion group for women ofall ages. Contact Pastor Karm
with questions or for more information at the church office (632-8381, ext. 1 1).
Monthly Men's Breakfast
The second Saturday of each month at 8:00 a.m. the men ofthe church gather upstahs m
the fellowship hall to enjoy a hearty breakfast together. Bring your tools, as painting and
repah tasks are tackled for an hour or two after breakfast. Contact Tom Graham (681-
4943) orMark Svendsen (552-0081) with questions or for more information.
Craft Night
The first Friday of every night is Craft Night, for women and men. Bring your crafts�
Scrapbooking, Stamping, cataloging vacation pictures, etc. and enjoy the camaraderie and
excitement ofyour fellow crafters. Contact Lisa Fihz (886-5262) with questions Or for
more information.
Monthly Senior Luncheons
The last Tuesday ofevery month is Senior Lunch, upstahs m the Fellowship Hall. Good
food, good conversation, and an entertahung program are mcluded. Cost is $4.00.
Contact Dorothy Kraftschenk (633-5050) or Karen Reisenauer (681-1385) with questions
or for more hiformation.
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Birthday Group
A group that meets montldy at area restaurants to celebrate bhthdays for that month.
Bhthday celebrators eat free during theh bhthday month. Contact Dale Retter (554-9524)
with questions or for more information,
Quilting Group
A monthly meeting ofthe sewing kind. Bring your machine and spread your project out
on the table and work with others with aU levels ofexpertise, sharmg encouragement, tips
and news of the family. Contact Betty Bonczkowski (637-8632) with questions or for
more hiformation.
Wednesday Night CrossTraining
Wednesday nights axe our midweek nights to come together agahi as a church family
with opportunities for everyone ofall ages.
Bible Blast
The fim way to learn, Bible Blast is a high-energy class for kids from Kindergarten
through fifth grade. Contact Mrs. B, our Children's Mhiistries Dhector, with questions or
for more information at the church office (632-8381, ext. 14).
Youth Classes
Fun and games, and honest foUowhig of Jesus. Contact our YouthMinistries Dhector,
Rick Kindshi with questions or for more information at the church office (632-8381, ext.
13). Or chck on the youth hnk.
Mid-week Service
The mid-week service meets in the chapel for study, praise and feUowship. Contact
Pastor Creighton (632-8381, ext. 12) or Ted (632-8381, ext. 21) with questions or for
more information.
Women Partnering in Prayer
The power ofprayer at work as women partnering in prayer gather each Wednesday
evening. Contact JuUe Haase (681-1070) or Ann Hutler (639-9700) with questions or for
more information.
Work Groups
Some of the primary work of the church gets done through the efforts and fahhfiilness of
these groups. Many of those who serve hi these groups have attended NETWORK to find
theh best match for gifts and opportunities to serve.
Care Team
Much of the on-gohig care of the church happens because of this team of dedicated
vishors to homes and hosphals. Contact Peggy Eichelberger (554-5219) or Ted (632-
8381, ext. 21) with questions or for more hiformation.
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Adult Sunday School Rotation Teachers
This talented group of facilitators/teachers rotates from class to class to keep the discussion
lively and relevant. This select group is by invhation only. Our prhnary source ofnew
teachers are those who go throughNETWORK and have the facilhatrng/teachmg gifts and
passion. Contact Pastor Karin with questions or formore information at the church office
(632-8381, ext. 11).
Bible Blast Coaches
The Bible Blast Coaches provide the aduh leadership for oxir Wednesday night children's
program. This select group is by invitation only. All coaches go through a background
check for the safety ofour children. Our prhnary source ofnew teachers are those who go
throughNETWORK and have the gift mix and passion for providiag children's
leadership. Ifyou would hke to be considered, contact Mrs. B, our Children's Mhustries
Dhector, with questions or for more mformation at the church office (632-8381, ext. 14).
CritterLand Teachers
The CritterLand Teachers provide the aduh leadership for our Sunday mornhig children's
program for ages 3 to 5 years old. This select group is by invitation only. All teachers go
through a background check for the safety ofour children. Our prhnary source ofnew
teachers axe those who go throughNETWORK and have the gift mix and passion for
providhig children's leadership. If you would lUce to be considered, contact Mrs. B, our
Children's Ministries Dhector, with questions or for more mformation at the church
office (632-8381, ext. 14).
Vacation Bible School Team
Our annual summer Vacation Bible School requhes extensive volunteer support. Contact
Missy Damaschke (639-8908) or Stephanie SMba (634-6493) with questions or for more
information.
M & M's Teaching Team
The M &M Teachers provide the adult leadership for our Sunday morning children's
program for those age 4 through fifth grade. This select group is by hivhation only. All
teachers go through a background check for the safety ofour children. Our primary
source ofnew teachers are those who go throughNETWORK and have the gift mix and
passion for providing children's leadership. If you would like to be considered, contact
Mrs. B, our Children's Mhiistries Dhector, (632-8381, ext. 14) with questions or for more
information.
Chancel Choir
Through a variety ofmusical styles, the choh blends theh talents into timeless worship of
God. Contact the Choh Dhector, JoEllyn Zenisek (681-2267), with questions or for more
information.
Praise Team
This by-audhion only group has the responsibilhy and joy ofplannmg and leadmg
worship for our enthe congregation. Contact Pastor Creighton with questions or for more
hiformation at the church office (632-8381, ext. 12).
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Bell Choir
The rmgmg of the bells begms whh weekly practice every Wednesday night. Contact
Peggy Eichelberger (554-5219) or Joyce Gregg (632-6341) with questions or for more
hiformation.
Drama Team
Using the gifts ofcomedy, drama, writhig, and the technical aspects of stage
presentations to share the gospel, this group works with the Praise Team to lead the enthe
congregation hi meaningful worship. Contact Mark Svendsen (552-0081) with questions
or for more information.
Ushers & Greeters
This group has the responsibility for the warm greethigs and crowd control for our
services. Contact Pat Thornton (886-2261) or Carl Granetzke (639-0209) with questions
or for more hiformation.
Office Support
The behind the scenes work that allows us to carry out our lofty goals of sharhig the
gospel with the world. Contact Church Secretary JeanModrow with questions or for
more information at the church office (632-8381, ext. 10).
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